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INTRODUCTION
In March, 1978, a Stirling -engine devel-
opment contract, sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Energy and administered by NASA/
Lewis Research Center, was awarded to
Mechanical Technology Incorporated (MTI)
for the purpose of developing an automo-
tive Stirling engine and transferring
Stirling engine technology to the United
States. The program team consisted of
MTI as prime contractor, contributing
their program management, development,
and technology -transfer expertise;
United Stirling of Sweden (USAB) as major
subcontractor fnr Stirling-engine
development and AM General (AMG) as major
subcontrac*^ :or for engine and vehicle
integration.
P-40 and P -75 engines. The Mod II
(slated to be designed based on the RESD,
the Mod I, and component and technology
development rovements) is an engine
design directed at meeting the final ASE
Program objectives.
In March, 1981 1 the REST was updated to
predict a combined cileage of 41.1 mpg em
unleaded gasoline (55% above projected
internal -combustion-engine mileage) for
a 1984 X-body vehicle with a curb weight
of 2870 pounds; however, because of Gov-
ernment funding cutbacks, the Mod II
design and associated development ef-
forts were nevet started, making the Mod
I the only experimental engine in the ASE
Program.
Most Stirling-engine tecbnology previ-
ously resided outside of the United
States, and was demonstrated for station-
ary and marine applications; therefore,
the Automotive Stirling Engine (ASE)
Development Program was directed at the
establishment and demonstration of a base
of Stirling engine technology for automo-
tive application by September, 1984. The
high-efficiency, multifuel capability,
low-emissions, and low -noise potential
of the Stirling engine made it a prime
candidate for an alternative automotive
propulsion system.
ASE Program logic called for the design
of a Reference engine to serve as a focal
point for all component, subsystem, and
system development within the program.
The Reference Engine System Design (RESD)
was defined as the best-engine design
generated at any given time within the
program that would provide the highest
possible fuel economy and meet or exceed
all other program objectives while uti-
lizing all new technologies that are
reasonably expected to be developed by
1984 and are judged to provide signif-
icant improvements relative to the risk
and cost of their development.
The Mod I and Mod II engines are exper-
imental versions of the RESD. The Mod I
was the first engine design that used ex-
isting technologies embodied in USAB's
Since the Mod II has been postponed, it
was reasoned that the Mod I could be used
to develop and demonstrate REED technolo-
gy through a design upgrade. As a
result, the "Proof-of-Concept" logic
evolved, and the Upgraded Mod I engine
emerged as an improved engine system.
Specific design goals were established
for the Upgraded Mod I directed at demon-
strating or "proving" the design
"concepts" of the RESD. Inherent limits-
tions were, however, recognized in the
proof -of-concept approach, since Mod I
hardware was larger and, in some cases,
of a•fundsmsatally different design than
the RESD.
During this semiannual report period, the
ASE Program directed its resources at the
fabrication, assembly, Lund initial char-
acterization of Upgraded Mod I engine
systems, component and technology devel-
opment, and RESD design substantiation.
Mod I engine endurance life testing was
also initiated. As a result of an inten-
sive value-engineering effort, the RESD
was updated incorporating major design
changes,'resulting in a more competitive
manufacturing cost while maintaining the
overall program objective of a 30% better
fuel economy than a comparable
internal -combustion engine. A design re-
view of this updated RESD was held in
May, 1983
viii-
The four currant SSE Program Mod I en-
gines have reached a total of 2523 opera-
tional hours, while two Upgraded Mod I
engines have accumulated 166 hours, for a
program total of 2639 hours. The AMC
Lerma vehicle has accomplished 646 starts
and has run for 298 hours of transient
operation.
During the past six months, the ASE Pro-
gram has been exgauded to support an
Industry Test and Evaluation Progras
(ITEP) . N68d/Lewis Research Canter has
obtained agreements with specific indus-
try companies (General Motors, John
Deers, and Cummins) to test Mod I
engines. Plans have been finalised to
build and deliver two engines for the
IMP; delivery is scheduled for early
1984. The procurement of engine hardware
and spares has been initiated, as wall as
the preparation of training documents.
-ix-
L SUMMARY
i
Since the inception of the ASS Program in
1978, 13 Quarterly Technical Progress Re-
ports have been issued under NASA Con-
tract No. DEN3-32, "Automotive Stirling
Engine Development Program;" however,
reporting was changed to a semiannual
format in July, 1981. This report, the
fourth Semiannual Technical Progress Re-
port issued under the contract, and
covering the period of January 1 to June
30, 1983, includes technical progress
only. Although the program has been mod-
ified to a proof-of-concept format, the
objectives described below still apply to
the REED. The upgraded version of the
Mod I engine is not, however, required to
demonstrate all these hardware
objectives.
• a competitive initial cost and
life-cycle cost .comparable to a
conventionally powered automotive
vehicle;
acceleration suitable for safety
and consumer considerations; and,
• nolse/safety characteristics that
met the currently legislated or
projected Federal Standards for
1954.
Major Task DescripUms
Ift% overall objectives of the major pro-
rtsm tasks are described below as modi-
Uod for the proof-of-coneW. program:
Overall Program Objectives
The overall objective of the ASS Program
is to develop an automotive Stirling En-
Sint System (SES) by September, 1984
which, when installed in a late-model
production vehicle, will:
• demonstrate at least a 30% im-
provement in combined metro/
highway fuel economy over that of
a comparable spark-ignition, en-
gine-powered production vehicle,
based on EPA test procedures*;
and,
• show the potential for emissions
levels less than: NOx a 0.4 g/• A,
HC = 0.41 g/mi, CO s 3.4 g/mi, and
a total particulate level of 0.2
g/mi after 50,000 miles.
In addition to the above objectives,
which are to be demonstrated quantita-
tively, the following system design ob-
jectives are also considered:
ability to use a broad range of
liquid fuels from many sources,
including coal and shale oil;
reliability and life comparable to
current-market powertrains,
Task 1,T RPfgeacg Bating - This task,
intended to guide fit, subsystem,
and engine system development, involves
the establishment and continual updating
of an REED. which will be the bast engine
design that can be generated at any given
tine, and that can provide the highest
possible fuel economy while meeting or
exceeding other final program
objectives. The engine will be designed
for the requirements of a projected ref-
erence vehicle that will be
representative of the class of vehicles
for which it might first be produced, and
it will utilise all new technology (ex-
pected to be developed by 1984) that is
judged to provide significant improve-
ment relative to the risk and cost of its
development.
Task 2	 ent Tachnolo
	 1 -
actvtes,
tae sill be conducted -'support of var-
ious Stirling ins a;_.tema, and will
include conceptnal and detailed design/
analyses, hardware fabrication and
assembly, and component/suwystem test-
ing in laboratory test rigs. When an
adequate performance level bps been dam-
onstrated, the eooponsat and/or
subsystem design will be configured for
in-engine testing and evaluation in an
appropriate engine dynamometer/vehicle
test installation. The com ponent devel-
opment tasks, directed at advancing
engine technology in terms of durability/
a
*Automotive Stirling and spark-ignition engine systems will be installed is identical
model vehicles that will give the some overall vehicle driveability and performance.
	 i
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durability, and reliability. Continued
testing and development may be necessary 	
Sto meet preliminary design performance
predictions. One additional Had I engine
will be manufactured, usembled, a-4
tested is the United Stages.
i	 °
1-2
reliability, performance, cost, and
manufac turability, will include work to
the areas of combustion, heat exchangers,
materials, seals, engine drivetrain,
controls, and auxiliaries.
Task 9 - Tachnololl JamAliarization
ass s-	 sx s
r	 smgins will be used as a
baseline for familiarisation, as a test
bad for cowponant/subsystem psrformanf^e
improvement, to e-,aluste current engine
operating conditions/component charac-
teristics, and to define problem+
associated with vehicle 'installation.
Three P-40 engines will be built and de-
livered to the United States' teas
members; one will be installed in a 1979
AMC Spirit. A- fourth P -40 engine will be
built and installed in a 1977 Opel sedan
for testing in Sweden. The baseline P-40
engines will be tested in dynamometer
test cells and in the automobiles. Test
facilities will be planned and
constructed at MTI to accommodate the en-
gine test program and required technology
development.
Two Mod I engines will be procured, as-
sembled. and tested for delivery to auto-
motive companies, %+.a will provie-i
independent test and evaluation.
Task 4 - Mod I Ea ine - A first Saner-
ATran automotive 3tirLing engine ([god I)
will be developed using USAB P-40 and
P-75 engine technology as an initial
baseline upon which improvements will be
me". The prime objective will be to Lu-
crease power density and overall engine
performance. The Mod I angine will also
represent an early experimental version
of the RED, but will be limitedby the
technology that cam be confirmed in the
time available. The Mod I need not
a^:aisve any specific fuel economy im-
provements. It will be utilised to
verify concepts incorporated in the RESD,
AM to serve as a stepping stooe toward
the Mod II engine, thus providira; an ear-
l indication of the potential to meet
the final ASE Program objectives.
A production vehicle will be procured and
modified to accept one of the above, en-
gines for installation. Tests will be
corstccted under various steady -state,
transient, and environmental conditions
to establish *Min*-related drive-
ability, fuel economy, nol2e, Omissions,
and durability/reliability.
The Mod I engine will be upgraded through
design improvements to provide a
„proof-of-concept" demonstration of se-
lected advanced components defined for
the RESD.
Task S - Mod II ,
 Entins, - Postponod
Task 6 - Proton y^8 udy - Postponed.
7 - C	 t
Analytical tools Will eve t C_
are required to simulate and predict en-
gine performance. This effort will in-
clude the development of a computer
program specifically tailor4od to predict
SES steady-state cyclical performance
over the complete range of engine oper-
ations. Using data from component,
subsystem, and engine system test activ-
ities, the program will be continuously
improved and verified throughout the
course of the program.
Task a - Technical Assist ce - Technical
assistance will provided to the Gov-
erment as requested.
Task 9 - Pro ram Management - Work under
thistask Will provide total program con-
trol, administration, ad management,
including reports, schedules, financial
activities, test plans, meetings, re-
views, and technology transfer.
Program Schedule
Three engines will be manufactured in
Sweden and tested in dynamometer test
cells to establish their performance,
A current schedule of the major mile-
stones for the ASE Program is presented
an the following po;*.
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FY 1981	 FY I am FY I gas 7	 Fy Was
Complete st state Characterizati on of Nod 1 Build t
Complete Mod	 Transient Evaluation
Complete steady-state Characterization of	 First Upgradi d Nod i
Complete Endurance Test of Upgra	 Mod 1
Complete Upgraded Mod I Transeent Evaluation
TechnologyReainess Assessment7
Reference 	 Design Update^nglne
Program Status and Plans
A summary of the accomplishments achieved
in the ASE Program during this semiannual
report period are presented in the fol-
lowing sections.
Component and Technology Development
The development of a dual-orifice Delavan
fuel nozzle was discontinued after tests
in the vehicle showed excessive carbon
buildup and the need for a complex fuel
control for emissions. As a result, em-
phasis has been placed on the development
of an improved air-atomized nozzle having
a number of advantages such as wide turn-
down, multifuel capability, and simple
fuel control. Disadvantages include the
need for as atomizing air compressor, a
negative impact of cold atomizing air on
the External Heat System (EHS)
efficiency, and the potential to plug if
small -diameter fuel orifices are used.
These disadvantages originally influ-
enced the decision to attempt the
development of a dual -orifice D,'3var
nozzle; however, it is felt that re-
ducing the required atomizing ail, the
impact on EHS efficiency can be reduced
considerably from two percentage points
to a negligible amount. By using a sin-
gle large orifice in the nozzle, the
tendency to form carbon can be
eliminated.
As a result, both existing and new-
designed air-atomized nozzles were re-
viewed during this semiannual report
period. Spray Rig tests were conducted
on nine different types of fuel nozzles.
Based on the spray results, selected noz-
zles were evaluated in a Combustion
Performance Rig. In order to provide - a
direct comparison of nozzle performance,
all tests were conducted using a Mod I
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) com-
bustor with no gas recirculation. Two
versions of a radial air-atomized nozzle
showed encouraging results. Heater tube
temperature variations were comparable
to the Mod I nozzle at fuel flows less
than 2 g/s, and Lambdas (1)* greater than
1.2. NOx emissions levels were lower than
Mod I baseline data, and the nozzle dem-
onstrated carbon-free operation during
eleven hours of rig testing.
In order to reduce the manufacturing cost
of the engine preheater, the use of
ceramic material has been under consider-
ation. After consulting with several
ceramic vendors, an existing counter-
flow recuperative heat exchanger was se-
lected for possible use as a preheater.
A cordierite block manufactured by Coors
Porcelain Company was chosen because its
anticipated performance closely matched
design requirements. Sample blocks were
evaluated in a Heat-Transfer Rig using
cold air on one side and heated air on
i
..,
^;gl
,
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the other. Both heat transfer and pres-
sure loss were found to be comparable to
existing metallic preheater performance.
Durability of the test sections was ac-
ceptable up to and including 80O% inlet
air temperature. A program has been ini-
tiated with Coors to supply as many as
eight test sections (single blocks of the
RESD design) for rig performance and du-
rability tests. One of the ceramic
blocks will be chosen for evaluation in a
complete engine system during 1984.
As described in the previous semiannual
report*, P-40 engines have been assigned
for test to provide statistical data on
the life of Pumping Leningrader (PL) main
rod seals. Initial plans were to use
three engines; however, two engines were
finally utilized to reduce costs. These
P-40 engines were Liodified to duplicate
the Mod I seal (except for stroke) as
closely as possible. Each engine was
tested according to a prescribed duty cy-
cle** to properly simulate cold starts
and a high-pressure/velocity environ-
ment. If each set of seals (PL seals made
from HABIA material) completed 500 hours
of testing, they were to be removed, in-
spected, replaced. Twelve seals
completed 500 hours without failure or
degradation in engine performance. Dur-
ing this period, however, premature seal
failures were experienced on some Mod I
engines. Since the Mod I seals were made
from the same batch of HABIA material as
used in the P-40 engines, it was felt
that the difference in P-40 life versus
Mod I life was not due to the material,
but rather the basic design.
Figure 1-1 shows the demonstrated seal
life in Mod I engines. The life is er-
ratic - note that long life was demon-
strated on certain engine buildb, and
very short life on others. In comparing
the duty cycle used on the P -40 engine to
the normal testing environment of Mod I
development engines, it was felt that Mod
I engines operate for longer periods at
high power levels, and experience more
frequent starts and stops. As a result,
the duty cycle for the P-40 life engines
was changed to a more accelerated one
calling for longer operating times at
high pressures and speeds and more fre-
quent starts and stops***. During a
24-hour period, the seals experience two
hot starts, two cold starts, and more
than 16 hours at 12 MPa and 2500 rpm. At
this point in time, one set of seals
(quantity 4) had completed 500 hours
without failure. Mod I engine No. 2 is
scheduled for testing to this accelerated
duty cycle during the latter half of 1983
to help identify any unique design dif-
ference that may exist between P-40 and
Mod I seal hardware.
Continued development of a digital com-
bustion Air/Fuel Control (AFC) System
during this report period gave very en-
couraging results. An electronic AFC
with low pressure drop and low minimum
fuel flow is being developed to replace
the existing Bosch K-Jetronic system. A
digital AFC will allow improved I control
and, therefore, lower emissions levels
across the entire engine operating range.
In May, a digital AFC was tested with the
current Bill-of-Materials (BOM) air-
atomized fuel nozzle on Mod I engine No.
1 in the Lerma Transient Test Bed (TTB).
The results were very comparable to the
emissions and fuel economy obtained with
the Bosch K-Jetronic system. The tests
were conducted simply to attempt to du-
plicate the performance of the Bosch
K-Jetronic unit. No effort was made to
make use of two potentially large advan-
tages of the digital system, i.e.; the
ability to vary the air-to- fuel ratio as
a function of engine parameters other
than just airflow, and the ability to in-
itiate, changes in airflow and fuel flow
with appropriate delays to coordinate the
changes in airflow/ fuel flow rates to oc-
cur simultaneously at the fuel nozzle.
Future tests to develop these attributes
are scheduled in the TTB during the lat-
ter half of 1983. Currently, steady-
state tests are being conducted on Up-
graded Mod I engine No. 10.
f"
*MTI Report No. 83ASE308SA3
**Figure 3-43 shows the duty cycle used.
***Figure 3-44 shows the new accelerated duty cycle used.
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Table 1-1
Reference Engine System Design (RESD)
As stated previously, the RESD represents
the best engine design that meets ASE
Program objectives while utilizing the
technologies expected to be developed by
the and of the program. Since the last
RESD update in 1981 0 an intensive
cost -reduction effort has been ongoing in
an attempt to reduce the estimated manu-
facturing cost of the RESD without a
sacrifice in performance. The results of
this effort culminated in a design review
update in May, 1983.
The manufacturing cost of the RESD w:s
reduced from $1651 per unit to $1238 per
unit. Major changes were made in the de-
sign; notably, going from a V -drive,
two-crankshaft arrangement to a 1V I -
drive system, and from a canister hot en-
gine system to an annular configuration.
Significant changes were also made in the
control and auxiliaries designs. A rota-
ry power-control valve utilizing an
electric motor as a power source replaced
the current linear valve design, which
calls for an oil-servo system.
Similarly, the current centrifugal air
blower system, which uses a variator
calling for an oil-servo system, was re-
placed by a lobe positive -displacement,
variable -stroke blower design. A double-
acting hydrogen compressor was
incorporated to reduce the size of the
start -up motor and, in turn, was combined
with the starter motor to make a single
unit. Ceramic material was used is the
preheater, and as a thermal-barrier coat-
ing on the combustor liner.
At this point in time, analysis shows
that the projected performance of the
RESD has been reduced as a result of
these design changes. Table 1-1 compares
the 1981 RESD to the revised design, the
engine efficiencies at several key oper-
ating points, and vehicle mileage
projections.
In order to improve the engine perform-
ance, new technology development efforts
are planned and ongoing in the area of .
annular heater heads and improved auxil-
iaries designs.
:1^
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• the Engine Drive System (EDS) uti-
lixed a lighter weight design and
roller bearings;
• the Power-Control System I a blocks
were redesigned for lighter
weight, and the overall tubing ar-
rangement/bracketry of the system
was simplified; and,
• the oil-servo system was improved
with simplified mounting bracket-
ry, and the air-blower bearing and
drive arrangement was redesigned
for increased life.
Figures 1-2 and 1-3 show cross sections
of the Upgraded Mod I and Mod I engines
(respectively) for comparison purposes.
a....
Pig. 1-2 Upgraded Mod 1 Engine Cress Section
Pig. 1-3 Mod i Engine Cross Station
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The Mod I engine design was upgraded to
support the proof-of-concept program,
whereby RESD technologies were to be
evaluated in the Mod I engine system. An
a result, the Upgraded Mod I provides an
engine design capable of demonstrating a
logical growth toward the REED, and of-
fern improvements in engine performance,
cost, weight, reliability, and durabili-
ty. Specific design goals established
_ for the Upgraded Mod I have been de-
scribed and compared to the Mod I and
RESD in•MTI Report No. 82ASE278SA2.
Table 1-2 summarizes the Upgraded Mod I
design goals.
Table 1-2
Upgraded Mod i Design Gods
over 69.0 kW 92.5 hp
eight 263 kg 580 lbs
Pacific Weight 4.5 kg/kW 7.5 lb/h
Net Brake Efficiency
Maximum 39%
Part—Power 33%
A design review of the Upgraded Mod I was
held in February, 1983. Highlights of
this engine configuration include:
• EHS preheater diameter reduction,
and fewer and thinner heat exchan-
ger plates;
• further part-power optimization
was incorporated into the design
of the Hot Engine System (HES),
thus reducing the regenerator di-
ameter;
• the heater head metal temperature
was designed for 820 •C using
XF-818 casting material and CG-27
tube material;
• the cold connection ducts and cyl-
inder liners of the Cold Engine
System (CES) were integrated;
1-7
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Mod 1 Engine Test Program
The four Mod I engines undergoing test in
the ASE Program are identified as engines
No. 1, 2, 3, and 10. During the past six
months, engines No. 2 and No. 10 have
been retrofit to an Upgraded Mod I can-
figuration. In order to properly
identify these engines from the original
designs, they have been designated as
4-123A-2 and 4-123A-10, respectively. As
shown in Figure 1-4, a total of 2689 test
hours have been accumulated to date on
all Mod I and Upgraded Mod I engines.
Figure 1-5 shows an engine-by-engine sum-
mary of test hours to date.
Fig. 1-4 Mod 1 Engine Tut
Hours as of June. 1983
Mod I engine No.' 1, installed in the TTB
Larma vehicle, has accumulated 822 total
test hours. The engine has experienced
644 stops and starts, and the vehicle has
logged a total of 3403.73 miles. During
this report period, a significant im-
provement in fuel economy was attained on
the Lorna over that reported in the last
semiannual report. Combined mileage us-
ing unleaded fuel was increased from 23.5
to 
4mpg. 
AMC comparabler
	combined
mileage for
s made in the TTB were the instal-
lat ion of a high-stall torque converter
and improved shift schedule. The engine
oil-servo system was improved to provide
steady operating pressure throughout the
driving cycle, which is believed to have
provided more stable control system oper-
ation. Also, during the 10-minute hot
soak period, the air blower was shut off
to minimize the cooling effect on the en-
gine. During these latest CVS tests, 17
urban cycle.: and 28 highway cycles were
completed, with more than 45 hours spent
on the vehicle dynamometer. The acceler-
ation of the Lerma, which is a 3750-1b
vehicle, for 0-60 mph was measured at
25.7 seconds.
Mod I su;jins No. 3, as reported last, was
being assembled to begin a 2000-hour en-
durance test program. During the past
six months, s:he engine has successfully
completed 10 1) starts and stops, and has
started erdvranee testing. From the to-
tal time ,Flit, it can be seen that engine
No. 3 has accumulated a total of 803 test
hours, 400 of which have been completed
during the endurance test program. The
duty cycle used is an extremely harsh cy-
cle intended to accelerate any fatigue
failures and expose the auxiliaries to
high speeds and rapid changes in speed.
Both Mod I engines No. 2 and 10 have been
retrofit to the upgraded configuration.
While undertaking this, care was taken to
make the designs interchangeable with ex-
isting Mod I hardware, thus making it
possible to test and evaluate each system
if necessary. This approach was used on
Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2 as it was as-
sembled initially with an Upgraded Mod I
ENS (all remaining hardware was of the
Mod I configuration). The engine was
then fit with an Upgraded Mod I HES, in-
tegrated cold connecting duct, and
cylinder liner. The engine, configured
i
F=°
in this manner at the conclusion of this
report period, was testing as a Basic
Stirling Engins (BSE),* and has accumu-
lated 56 test hours as an Upgraded Mod I.
which was defined as the point in time
when the Upgraded Mod I HES was
installed.
The approach used in retrofitting Mod I
engine No. 10 with Upgraded hardware was
totally opposite from that used on engine
No. 2. Engine No. 10 was completely dis-
assembled and rebuilt as a Stirling En-
gine System (SES)** with Upgraded Mod I
hardware. A roller-bearing drive system,
integrated cold connecting duct and cyl-
inder liners, HES, EHS, Power-Control
System, and auxiliaries*** were in-
stalled, and the engine tested. The
engine has accumulated 110 test hours as
an Upgraded Mod I engine system since
testing began in February.
Hardware development problems and poor
engine performance were experienced on
both Upgraded Mod I engines from the very
beginning of testing. In the EHS, wide
variations in combustion gas temper-
atures after the second row tubes and in
the exhaust were observed. The heat ab-
sorbed by the HES was observed to be less
than experienced in the Mod I, and ther-
mal distortion was experienced in the
preheater cover. In the HES, backing
rings between the cylinder and cylinder
liner were found to be melting after less
than ten hours of testing. Regenerators
rotated within the regenerator housings,
wearing out the top surfaces of the cool-
ers. During this early development
phase, the engines were tested at 720°C,
although they will eventually be tested
at the design temperature of 820°C.
On Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10, the mea-
sured maximum engine power was 48.4 kW
(64.9 hp), which was 10 kW (13.4 hp) be-
low predictions. The measured maximum
efficiency was 30.5%, which was seven
percentage points below predictions. The
distorted combustion gas temperatures
were found to be caused by manufacturing
flaws in the preheater matrix which in-
duced a malflow distribution in the inlet
air to the system that carries through
the preheater heat exchanger process,
combustion system, and exhaust system.
Incorporation of a uniform preheater rec-
tified this problem.
The heater heads on both engines were
found to have excessive gaps in two major
areas which allowed combustion gases to
bypass the head and go directly to the
exhaust. A shim stock strip was placed
between the ends of the back-row tubes on
each quadrant to close the gap between
quadrants. A second problem area was a
Sap between the regenerator housing mani-
fold and the bottom row of fins on the
second-row tubes. This gap was also
plugged with shim stock. Future heater
heads will be manufactured with modifica-
tions to eliminate such gaps. When these
modifications were made, the heat ab-
sorbed by the HES immediately increased
to levels experienced in Mod I engines.
The thermal distortion problem experi-
enced in the preheater cover was recti-
fied by the installation of a heat shield
between the cover and combustion liner,
with a thermal-barrier coating applied to
its surface.
The cause of melting backing rings be-
tween the cylinder housing and liner was
due to a misdirected "jetting" effect of
working gas exiting from the manifold.
Flow from the manifold did not enter the
cylinder at top dead center as in the Mod
I, rather it impinged on the side wall of
the cylinder, allowing hot gases to pene-
trate down the gap between the piston and
cylinder into the area of the o-ring seal
between the cylinder and cylinder liner.
Temperatures were measured as high as
650 C in this area, which was 150°C above
Mod I experience. The profile of the en-
trance from the manifold to cylinder was
modified (Figure 1-6) to redirect flow to
the middle of the cylinders. Subsequent
tests late in the report period showed
that temperature levels and profiles re-
turned to normal. Figure 1-7 shows the
current power level and measured effi-
ciency wit- the above modifications
incorporated.
*complete engine less auxiliaries and control system
**complete engine with auxiliaries and control system
***The fuel nozzle atomizing air was supplied from the test stand.
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The data are for Upgraded Mod I engine
No. 10 testing as an SES* at 720°C. Note
that maximum power has increased 6.1 kW
(8.2 hp) to 54.5 kW (73.3 hp), and peak
efficiency has increased 5 percentage
points to a 35.5% level; however, these
data fall below predictions (see Table
5-1) because of poor regenerator perform-
ance duo to a major flaw that occurred in
the fabrication of the regenerator. The
flaw was committed during the manufacture
of the mesh, resulting in lass material
mass than was designed for the engine.
This allowed but to jet through the
regenerator heat exchanger and escape
through to the cooling water. This mech-
anism has been verified through
measurement. As a result, new regenera-
tor matrices are being manufactured by a
vendor to the correct porosity. Tests
scheduled to be conducted in September
are expected to bring the measured data
into agreement with predictions.
Industry T"t and Evaluation Program
new	 The basic objective of the Industry Test
Fig. 1 -9 Cylinder Housing with Piston at 8DC -	 and Evaluation Program (ITEP) is to pro-
Arrows Depict Gas Flow from Manifold 	 vide an independent evaluation of the
technology level of the ASE program, and
m an opportunity for U. S. automotive/
engine manufacturing inputs for improv-
ing the design and manufaeturability of
m	
Stirling engines.
^^
The NASA/Lewis Research Center has nego-
tiated directly with automotive and an-
gina-manufacturing companies to deter-
mine their interest in conducting a test
program with a Mod I Stirling engine.
Public notice was given of the intent to
conduct such a program. Several compa-
nies responded and, to date, official
agreements have been reached between NASA
and three interested companies: General
Motors, John Doors, and the Cummins En-
gine Company.
In light of these positive commitments,
the ITEP was officially started midway
through this report period. Under the
program, MTI will procure, assemble, and
test two Upgraded Mod I engines with ap-
propriate spares for industry test and
evaluation. Certain "hands -on" training
will be provided, as well as required
drawings,
	 schematics,	 system	 de-
scriptions, and parts' lists. MTI will
also provide test site support at the
*without air atomizing compressor as an auxiliary
1-10
individual company -locations while they
test and evaluate the Mod I Stirling en-
gins. Engine deliveries are scheduled
for early 1984, and tests will be con-
ducted at company sites during mid 1984.
Currently, all engine hardware is on
schedule to initiate assembly of the
first engine in September, 1983.
1
Work Planned for Next Report Period
The following major activities are ached-
uled for the ASE Program during the lat-
ter half of 1983:
• the Upgraded Mod I engine will
be fully characterized at
steady-state conditions;
• a manufacturing cost study of
the V-4 annular RESD will be
completed by an independent,
outside firm;
• an air-atomized fuel nozzle
will be developed for use in the
Mod I engine;
• a digital Air/Fuel Control Sys-
tem will complete development
for use in the Mod I engine;
• the two ITEP engines will be
fully assembled;
• Mod I engine No. 3 will complete
1000 hours of endurance
testing; and,
• Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2 will
be tested on endurance.
F
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Design and Performance Summary
The- RESD was updated during this report
period. Several engine concepts were
considered*, and a single design selected
as the preferred concept. Emphasis on
this update was to reduce the engine's
manufacturing cost while maintaining
performance that would meet the program
goals. Careful value engineering of the
REED has reduced its manufacturing cost
from $1651 to $1238 (1983 dollars) - a
reduction of $413, or 25%. The selected
design (Figure 2-1) contains the follow-
ing characteristics:
• equal-angle V;
• annular regenerator/cooler;
• rolling-element drive unit;
• ceramic preheater;
• simplified CGR combustor;
• lightweight piston/rod unit;
and,
• simplified auxiliaries and
control system.
Fig. 2-1 V-4 RESO (Front View)
*see MTI Report No. 82ASE278SA2
The engine and vehicle performance summa-
ry is shown in Table 2-1. The program
msgoal, in-ter of vehicle fuel economy,
is to provide a 30% improvement over a
comparable IC-engine-powered vehicle
with the same acceleration character-
istics. The RESD, sized to meet the
acceleration criteria of 0-60 mph in 14.7
seconds, 50-70 mph in 9.9 seconds, and
0-100 ft in 4.2 seconds, will provide a
combined fuel economy of 40.1 mpg on un-
leaded fuel and 46.1 mpg on diesel fuel.
Table 2-1
RESO Pw4w en= W+&JW Summary
1983 RESD
V-4 Annular
Max Power Point
Power 60	 kW
80	 hp
Speed 4000 rpm
Working Gas Pressure 15	 MPs
Efficiency 34.6 %
Max Efficiency Point
Power 25.5 kW
34.2 hp
Speed 1350 rpm
Working Gas Pressure 15	 MPa
Efficiency 42.2 %
Part-Load Point
Power 12	 kW
16.1	 hp
Speed 2000	 rpm
Working Gas Pressure 5	 MPa
Efficiency 37.3	 %
Weight 173	 kg
381	 lbs
Power Density 4.7	 lb/hp
RESO Vehicle Fuel Eaonemy
Using unleaded Gasoline
Urban Without Cold-Start
Penalty 41.3 mpg
Urban With Cold-Start Penalty 32.3 mpg
Highway 56.9 mpg
Combined 40.1 mpg
Comparable IC 27.0 mpg
% Improvement Relative to IC 48.5%
i
t
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Design DeseMption	 FINAL
The specific design technologies a- OF
bodied in the REED are presented herein,
grouped by major engine syst+rs.
EXTERNAL NUT SYSTEM
Preh! r
The RESD preheater will be a block-type,
straight-plate, ceramic recuperative
system. The final material, which will
be developed during the component tech-
nology program, is expected to be similar
in nature to cordierite, a material suc-
cessfully rig-tested. The blocks will be
rectangular in shape, and will surround
the heater head in an annular arrangement
(Figure 2-2). The blocks, designed with
angled end surfaces, will be clamped in a
spring-loaded metallic fixture that will
allow for the difference in thermal
growth betveen the ceramic and the fix-
ture (Figure 2-3). The primary advantage
of this design, relative to the current
metallic ASE prsheater, is a cost re-
duction on the order of a factor of four.
Fig. 2-2 RESO Cwwab Prehesbr
Arrangement (To* View)
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Fig. 2-3 Side View of RESO
Showing Pnheeber chwPing
Combustor/Fuel1 Nozzle
The combustor is a simplified combustion
Sam recirculation (CGR) design (see Fig-
ures 2-.2 and 2-3) that addresses specific
areas of concern experienced with previ-
ous CGR combustors. Differential thermal
growth in Mod I ASE CGR combustors has
resulted in durability problems evi-
denced by cracking and distortion in the
swirler and preheater mounting areas.
The RESD combustor is flexible in these
areas to reduce these problems.
Circumferential combustion-gas temper-
ature nonuniformity with the Clod I system
has been a continual problem, most likely
caused by uneven ejector performance and
inadequate swirl and mixing. The RESD
combustor addresses this aspect by uti-
lizing several ejectors in direct
combination with the turbulator, which
has demonstrated good swirl and mixing
characteristics in the P-40 and Mod I en-
l
ices. This combustor is a very simple,
ow-manufacturing-cost design. The fuel
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nozzle, a sonic nozzle driven by a pie-
zoelectric crystal (shown in Figure 2-4),
eliminates the need for an atomising air
compressor, thereby decreasing perform-
ance penalties. The large flow passages
of the nozzle will reduce the plugging
p3:oblems experienced with the Mod I noz-
zle.
HOT ENGI It SYSTEM
Heater Head
The heater head, an annular configuration
(Figure 2-5), features a ceramic stuffer
piece above the regenerator to fill dead
volume 4nd minimise stress concentra-
tions duo to cross -section changes in the
pressure vessel shell (Figure 2-6). The
manifold entry, a necked design that pro-
vides low stresses at the tuba /manifold
junction, has proven to be readily casta-
ble in the Upgraded Mod I configuration
(Figure 2-7). The partition wall, sepa-
rating the cylinder and regenerator
spaces, is a hybrid metal/ceramic config-
uration utilising a metal shell into
which	 a	 ceramic
	 sleeve
	 is
compression-fitted. This arrangement
combines the benefits of a metal-to-metal
fit between the partition wall and heater
housing, along with the reduced con-
duction losses associated with ceramics
(Figure 2-8).
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The REED integrates the previously sapa-
rata Cold Engine System pasta; namely,
water jacket, crosshead guides, cold c,on-
nacting ducts, and crankcase/bedplats
units. The design provides improved tol-
erance control due to reduction in the
number of parts in any stack up, and is
such similar and less costly to manufac-
ture. The block is shown in Figure 2-9
with a piston, rod, and gas cooler in
place.	 ,
COLD ENINB SYSTEM
Block
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Regenerator
The regenerator is formed of sintered
screens similar to the Mod I configura-
tion. A slight increase in wire diameter
relative to the Mod 1 (0.0024" versus
0.0020") has been selected to provide
lower sanufacturing costs with no percep-
tible change in engine performance.
Gas Cooler
The as cooler is a tubs- and shell-type
similar to the Upgraded Mod I; however,
coated carbon-stool tubes instead of the
stainless stool tubes used in existing
Mod I engines will be used to reduce man-
ufacturing costs.
P4. 2-9 RESO V-9r40n ►r Sleek
Drive Unit and Piston
The REED drive unit utilises rolling-
element bearings to provide reduced fric-
tion losses and utilise the full
low-speed torque capability of a Stirlin=
cycle. This technology is baswd on sxps-
rience gathered with the Upgraded M,.,d I
engine. The piston/rod combination is a
lightweight, unified design in which the
piston, does, and rod are a one-piece
welded unit. Attachment at the crosshead
is achieved via a threaded joint. This
arrangement, in addition to reducing
weight, minimises the overall stack-up
tolerances, both axially and radially.
Precise control is achieved axially since
final machining of a shoulder on the rod
2-4
at the crosshead joint is measured u a
side unit to the dose top. Siailatily,
concentricity of the dma to the rod is
precise. Figure 2-10 show the
piston/rod assembly including the roll-
ing-alement bearings.
Fig. 2-10 RM PIOWRed Assembly
CONTROLS AND AUXILIARIES
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- A positive-
dist acassent, .var	 e-stroke blower
Will be utilised, replacing the
variator •driven centrifugal unit of the
Mod I engines. This unit (with the
ry hydrogen control valve) eliminates the
need for the servo-oil system.
Combins,4 Start r Motor start Motor -
CurrentMod I eng u use both an upstart
motor to drive the eeuiivustion air blower,
and a starter motor to rotat«t the engine
during the start procedure. Motoring
tests of the Mod I engine sys rem indi-
cated that, at low charge pressures, the
motoring power required to crank the an-
Sine at 400 rpm is quite low (0.65 kW
(0.87 hp) at 1 MP&), and the starter mo-
tor could be used to crank the engine and
drive the combustion air blower. This
could eliminate the need for an upstart
motor, and also decrease thermal shock
during starting, since the working gas
would be circulating from the beginning
of the start procedure. A revised hydro-
San compressor will be used to pump the
ar,gine down to 1 MPa on shutdovA to Ver-
sit engine starting with the starter
&lone, alisinat ing th% neel for the up-
start motor.
k
Con. t^ _
Power Control - A mean-pressure-control
system La maLat4ined for the REED. A ro-
tary hydrogen control valve, which will
be electric motor-driven, eliminating
the need for servo-oil actuation, has
boon selected to replace the
linurly-actu&tod spool valve of the Mod
I system. This valve, via placement
close to the cycles, will also reduce the
number of chock valves in the system.
• Combustion control
of ue and airf low rates is achieved via
a closed-loop system. Airflow is coo
trolled via speed and eccentricity awe:
ing of the positive-displ&csent air
blower, while fuel metering is controlled
via a stepper-motor actuated valve. Fins
tuning of the system is achieved via as
oxygen sensor at the combustion •gas'pre-
heater inlet. Reater temperature control
will continue to utilise tube-placed
thermocouples.
- The electronics of the con-
tra system will continue to be micro-
processor-basad as in the Mod I.
Manufacturing Cost Analysis
A prime objective of the REED update was
to reduce manufacturing costs to provide
an engine a matitive with the IC engine.
As stated previously, a reduction of $413
was achieved, bringing the manufacturing
cost of the REED down to $1235. A su mi-
ry of the production costs by major units
for the engine and controls is shown in
Table 2-2.
During tb; latter half of 1953. the sanu-
facturil costs will be verified by as
indepeAdent firs, as was dooe for the
1961 RESD effort.
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Engine Performs=*
The emphasis on reduced manufacturing
costs has been the prime objective of
this design update. Incorporation of the
reduced cost concepts ha6, in some cases,
resulted in degradation in engine per-
formance.
A comparison of performance at key oper-
ating points for the V-4 REED and the
1981 RESD (shown in Table 2-3) shows that
efficiency levels are lower for the V-4.
The resultant impact on vehicle mileage,
however, is small (-1 mpg).
I'
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Table 2-2
	
i{
RM V-4 Preliminary Zsthw ted Manwfa@ftring Cosh
f
Cylinder Housing	 $ % Material - XF-816 Castings
Heater Tubes	 123 Material - CG-27
Regenerator Matrix	 125 Stainless-Steel, Square-Mash Wire Cloth (0.0024" Diameter) t
Gas Cooler Assembly	 92 Carbon-Steel Tubes - Modified 	 ±---
Preheater Assembly 	 70 Ceramic Preheater Blocks - Modified 	 !
Combustion Chafer Assembly 	 46
Piston/Piston Rod Assembly 	 58 Domes CG-27, Rods 43.40 Stainless Steel
Mater Jacket, Crosshead	 62	 integrated One-Piece Modular Cast Iron 	 ;.
Guides, and Crankcase	 it
011 Sump
	
3 Low Carbon-Steel Stamping
Main Bearings
	
14 Three Main Bearings
Crankshaft
	
30 One Crankshaft:
Step-Up Gear Set Assembly 	 15 Two Helical Gears, Rolled Teeth, Induction-Hardened
Contingencies	 175
TOTAL WIC ENGINE COST
Control Block Assembly	 62 No Moog Valve or Hydraulic System; Four Control Blocks
Reduced to Two Simplified Control Blocks
H2 Storage Vessel35 Capacity - 4 liters
Electronic Package	 62 Simplified Design for Automated Volume Production
Starter/Upstart Motor	 38 Starter Motor and Upstart Motor Combined
Alternator	 66 Commercial Alternator	 ='=
Luba Oil Pump	 3 Commercially Available Item 	 w
Mater Pump	 17 No Special Fabricated Stainless-Steel Pump;
Use Commercial Pump
Combustion Air Blower 	 54 Modified High-Efficiency Design for Automated
Volume Production
Air/Fuel Control	 37 Modified Version for Easy Manufacturing
H2 Compressor	 35 Commercially Available Item
Transducers	 131	 Five Pieces Required; Buy Commercially Available Items
Simplified Pressure-Control	 27 Modified Design for Automated Volume Production
system
Contingencies
	
20
TOYAL CONTROLS/=. MT
TOTAL SYSTEM COST	 1456
t
1
NEW PRODUCT COST
REDUCTION (15x)
	
218
FINAL MANUFACTURING COST
	 $1238
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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Operating Point
1981
RESD
V-
1983
RESD Operating Point
1981
RESD
V-4
1983
RESD
Full-Load
	 15 MPa Max. Efficiency	 15 MPa
Engine Speed
	 rpm 4000 4000 Engine Speed	 rpm 1100 1350
Indicated Power
	 kW 73.3 69.8 Indicated Power	 kW 24.8 28.1
hp 98.3 93.6 hp 33.3 37.7
Friction	 kW 9.8 6.3 Friction	 kW 2.3 2.0
hp 13.1 8.4 hp 3.1 2.7
Auxiliaries
	 kW 3.4 3.4 Auxiliaries	 kW 0.4 0.6
hp 4.6 4.6 hp 0.5 0.8
Net Power
	 kW 60.1 60.0 Net Power	 kW 22.1 25.5
hp 80.6 80.5 hp 29.6 34.2
EHS Efficiency	 % 90.5 90.3 EHS Efficiency	 % 92.4 92.8
Net Efficiency	 % 34.2 34.6 Net Efficiency	 % 43.5 42.2
Part-Load
	
12 kW 16(hp) Low-Load	 5 MPa
Engine Speed	 rpm 2000 2000 Engine Speed
	
rpm 1000 1000
Indicated Power
	
kW 14.9 14.3 Indicated Power	 kW 7.9 7.2
hp 20.0 19.2 hp 10.6 9.7
Friction
	
kW 2.1 1.4 Friction	 kW 0.9 0.6
hp 2.8 1.9 hp 1.2 0.8
Auxiliaries
	
kW 0.8 0.9 Auxiliaries
	 kW 0.4 0.
hp 1.1 1.2 hp 0.5 0.5
Net Power	 kW 12.0 12.0 Net Power	 kW 6.6 6.2
hp 16.0 16.0 hp 8.9 8.3
EHS Efficiency	 % 91.7 92.3 EHS Efficiency	 % 89.8 90.7
Net Efficiency	 % 37.6 37.3 Net Efficiency	 % 36.4 33.9
Heat Conduction Loss kW 1.6 1	 2.6
Vehicle Packaging
The program vehicle for the RESD instal-
lation is the General Motors X-Body car.
All vehicle auxiliaries (i.e., air-
conditioning compressor, power-steering
pump, power brakes, and cooling fan) are
retained. A side view of the installa-
tion is shown in Figure 2-11, including
the auxiliaries positioning, vehicle
hood, frame, fire wall, and radiator
mounting. The auxiliaries, as shown, are
driven by a single, serpentine-ribbed
belt. Top and front views of the instal-
lation are shown in Figures 2-12 and
2-13. The engine packages in the X-Body
engine eompr .-cment with an existing pro-
duction torque converter/transaxle, with
no modifications to the vehicle.
Vehicle Performance
RESD vehicle performance has been esti-
mated using the MTI Vehicle Simulation
Computer Code. This code has been veri-
fied via comparison to the Mod I Lerma
TTB. Table 2-4 compares actual test re-
sults to those predicted via the code.
Using this verified code, the V-4 RESD
engine maps and the RESD vehicle charac-
teristics (shown in Table 2-5) were
utilized to develop RESD mileage projec-
tions. The resultant fuel economy
projections are depicted in Table 2-6.
Note that the combined mileage of the
RESD-powered vehicle (40.1) compared to
the baseline IC mileage (27) represents a
mileage improvement of 48.5% relative to
the program goal of 30%.
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Fig. 2-11 RESO Vehicle installation (Side View)
^^ 1
Fig. 2-13 RESD Vehicle installation (Front View)
Table 2-4
Mod I Lerm Test Data Compared to Predictions
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Urban HightfM Combined
HC Co NOx Mileage
Description g/mi g/mi g/mi mpg mpg mpg
Test No. 1 .230 3.40 .960 19.90 31.70 23.90
Test No. 2 .290 3.30 .900 18.80 32.10 23.20
Test No. 3 .250 3.20 .840 19.20 32.40 23.50
Standard Deviation .025 0.082 .049 0.45 0.29 0.29
Mean .260 3.30 .900 19.30 32.10 23.50
Projections -- -- .840 19.10 30.00 22.80
11.1 hp at 50 mph Road Load Setting
3750-lbs IW Setting
2.73 Axle Ratio
t-
i
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Table 2-S
RESD Vehicle specification
Complete vehicle specification published u
J= Japan Me. 79ASO4TRI Rev. 4
GENERAL
	
GEAR RATIOS
Model, Year	 1983 Pontiac Phoenix
4-Door Hatchback
EPA Class	 Mid-Sias
Max. Passengers	 2 Front/3 Rear
Vehicle Weights
Curb Weight
	
1304.5 kg (2870 lb)
Test Weight	 1440.9 kg (3170 lb)
EPA !,►ertia Weight 1420.4 kg (3125 lb)
ROAD LOAD
Rolling Resistance 0.0095 (road)
Coefficient 0.0110 (dyno)
Rolling Radius 302.7 ate (0.993 ft)
@ 72.4 km/h(45 mph) (846 rev/mile)
Air Drag 5.37 kW @ 80.4 km/h)
(7.20 hp @ 50 mph)
Drag Coefficient 0.417
Frontal Area 21.34 ft2
Total Road Load 8.37 kW @ 80.4 km/h
(11.22 hp @ 50 mph)
EPA DPA Setting 5.414 kW @ 80.4 km/h
(includes 10%
A/C penalty) (7.26 hp @ 50 mph)
TRANSAXLE TYPE Modified GM THM 440
(4-speed automatic w/
lockup in 3rd and 4th)
1.40
2.92
1.55
1.00
0.704
	 j
3.64
Optimized for
Stirling Engine
Chrysler 241 mm
(9-1/2 in.)
k s 210
30 mph
25 mph
Power Steering/
Brakes, A/C
P/S, B, Electric
Cooling Fan,
Transaxle Front
Pump	 T
ACCELERATION PERFORMANCE
	
0-60 mph Time	 14.7 sec
	
50-70 mph Time
	
9.9 sec
	
0-100 ft Time
	
4.2 sec
Top Speed	 >100 mph
Engine/Torque Converter
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Final Drive
SHIFT SCHEDULE
TORQUE CONVERTER
Stall
Lockup Speed
Unlock Speed
ACCESSORIES
Accessory Loads
Table 2-6
RESD Vehicle Fuel Economy Performance
V-4IC
	 1983 RESD
Urban w/o Cold-Start Penalty 	 (mpg) -- 41:3
Cold-Start Penalty	 (g) -- 141
Urban
	
(mpg) -- 32.3
Highway	 (mpg) •- 56.9
Combined Mileage	 (mpg) 27 40.1
Combined Mileage with Diesel Fuel 	 (mpg) -- 46.1
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Ill. COMPONENT AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Component development activity is organ-
i2ed on an engine subsystem basis with
developmental emphasis on: 1) External
Heat System (combustor, fuel nozzle, ig-
niter, preheater); 2) Not Engine System
(heater head, regenerators, coolers); 3)
Materials (heater head casting/ tube
materials); 4). Cold Engine System (piston
ring, win' seal/capsul systems, piston
domes, cylinder liner); 5) Engine Drive
System (crankcase, crankshaft, bearings,
connecting rods); and, 6) Control System
(mean pressure, combustion, temperature,
and microprocessor-based controls).
During this semiannual report period, de-
velopment activity focused on design sub-
stantiation through Upgraded Mod I engine
testing, initiation of further Upgraded
Mod I component development consistent
with the proof-of-concept program, and
preparation for the RESD update. With
the fabrication complete, testing is un-
derway on the Upgraded Mod I, the
technology development cycle has now been
completed for an engine design, and tech-
nology transfer is complete.
During the latter half of 1983, primary
emphasis will be placed on the develop-
ment of technology justified in the up-
dated RESD, and further design substan-
tiation based on Upgraded Mod I testing.
External Hut System (EHS)
The primary goa l. of the ERS is low emis-
sions while maintaining high efficiency
for an 18:1 fuel turndown ratio in a min-
imum volume. The design must consider
durability, heater head temperature pro-
file, and expected use of alternate
fuels, while recognizing the significant
cost impact of system size and design.
Development activity during the first
half of 1983 concentrated on the design
and selection of an improved fuel nozzle
for the Upgraded Mod I, CGR combustor de-
velopment, analysis of Upgraded Mod I
emissions, development of a technique to
predict transient vahicle emissions from
steady-state engine data, and ceramic
preheater performance and cost studies.
Primary objectives during the latter half
of 1983 will be the development and se-
lection of a reduced-flow, air-atomized
nozzle and CGR combustor for Upgraded Mod
I engine evaluation, improving combustor
durability through the use of thermal-
barrier coatings, and the initiation of
fabrication and rig testing of RESD ce-
ramic preheater matrices.
UPGRADED MOD I FUEL NOZZLE DEVELOPMENT
The Upgraded Mod I fuel nozzle must be
capable of operation over a turndown ra-
tio of 18:1, allow the engine to idle at
0.25 g/s fuel flow, demonstrate an im-
provement inn cycle efficiency through re-
ducing or eliminating atomizing air,
prevent the formation of carbon (adverse-
ly affects engine maintenance
intervals), and have a neutral or benefi-
cial influence on emissions and heater
head temperature profile.
Initially, a Delavan nonair-atomized
nozzle was selected for the Upgraded Mod
I engine based on spray pattern, ignition
performance, and steady-state Combustor
Rig emissions/temperature profile. This
piloted air-blast nozzle (Figure 3-1),
originally developed for gas-turbine
use, has two flow passages. The second-
ary passage uses.combustor pressure drop
to induce airflow through the nozzle for
atomization. Since the turndown ratio of
the secondary passage is x-6:1, a
pressure-atomized pilot (primary) is
utilized for the low fuel flows charac-
teristic of ignition and idle conditions.
Fig. 3-1 Delaven Air-Blast Noule
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Experience in the rig indicated a tendan-
cy to form carbon and plug the pilot zone
orifice at idle where fuel cooling is at
a minimum and heat load is high due to
the 750°C combustor inlet air
temperature. The nozzle also adds com-
plexity to the Air/Feel Control*(Figures
3-2 and 3-3), and makes the purging of
the nozzle upon shutdown more difficult
since blower pressure is inadequate and
thore is no atomizing air compressor.
Subsequent testing of the nozzle in the
TTB verified the adverse effects of talc-
bon buildup and a complex fuel control on
emissions and engine efficiency. Al-
though a water-cooled nozzle housing was
designed to eliminate plugging, the, purge	 i
and control cos laxity imposed by the
air-blast nozzle were deemed too datri-
mental to engine cost mad reliability to
be feasible for the Upgraded Mod I 	 r
engine. As a result, emphasis was placed
on the development of an "improved"
sir-atomized nozzle for the engine.
Check valve
sat b 10 Pal
Flow
mew
	 Flow	
,$, AkA	 FPM M
Foal Moab
1	 Fuel
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Tank
van
To
Flow1ro11
From
Flowdron
Fig. 3-2 Fuel System for an Air-Atomized Nozzle
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Flo. 3-3 Fuel System for Piloted Air-Blast Nozzle ..
*two as opposed to one fuel flow
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*The Mod I nozzle has twelve small-diameter orifices.
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An air-atomized nozzle has a number of
advantages such as wide turndown, multi-
fuel capability, and simple fuel control.
Disadvantages include the need for an
atomising air compressor, the negative
impact of cold atomizing air on ENS effi-
ciency (AB), and the potential to plug if
small-diameter fuel orifices are used.
The "improved" nozzle refers to reducing
the atomizing airflow and pressure re-
quirements relative to the current BOM
Mod I nozzle, as well as eliminating car-
bon buildup, e.g., plugging. By reducing
the required atomizing air, a smaller,
less expensive compressor can be used,
and the impact on nB at low power can be
reduced from two percentage points to
negligible. Use of a single large
orifice% ., either alone or in combination
with a water-cooling jacket, will elimi-
nate the detrimental (to heater head
temperature distribution) internal car-
bon buildup characteristics of the Mod I
design.
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Fig. 3-4 Oaleven industrial Fuel Nozzles
Both existing and new design air-atomized
nozzles wars considered. The former cat-
egory includes three nozzles manufac-
tured by Delavan (see Figure 3-4 and
Table 3-1). The Variflo nozzle, although
not air-atomized, was included because of
its uniform spray pattern. The latter
category consists of two nozzles that
were designed and manufactured to incor-
porate radial and axial air swirl (Figure
3-5). A housing was also made for the
radial nozzle with a water-cooling pas-
sage (Figure 3-6).
Table 3-t
Candidste Upgraded Mod I Noszies
eleven
Nozzle Type
Variflo Spill-Flow Pressurs-Atomiz ing
Siphon External Air-Atomizing
Airo I	 Internal Air-Atoaizing
At W PW YMrb
Fig. 3-5 MTI Air-Abanized Fuel Nozzles
IF
WOW aid"
Fig. 3-4 MTI Fuel Nozzle Wabr-Cooled Housing
The first stage of the evaluation in-
volved spray tests conducted in the Fuel
Flow Rig with diesel fuel. By observing
the spray pattern, an estimate of atomiz-
ing air and fuel pressure requirements
was obtained (Figures 3-7 and 3-8). One
version each of the Variflow and Siphon
nozzles, thrae different size Airo noz-
zles, and four each of the radial and
axial nozzles* were sprayed. The radial
nozzle demonstrated excellent atomiza-
tion from idle to maximum power with
substantially reduced atomizing air (see
Table 3-2).
Upgraded
Mod I Mod I Goal Radio
Atomizing 1.5 <0.75 0.35
Airflow	 Wit)
Atomizing sir 10.0 5.00 3.00
Pressure (psi)
axiom Fuel 30.0 30.00 15.00
Pressure (psi)
Based on the spray tests, the Variflow,
one version of the Airo, and several ra-
dial nozzles were selected for further
evaluation in the Combustor Performance
Rig. In order to provide a direct com-
parison of nozzle performance, all tests
were conducted with an increased AP Mod I
EGR combustor previously developed for
the air-blast nozzle** without EGR. Both
the Variflo and large Airo exhibited
poorer performance than the Had I nozzle.
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Fig. 3-7 Delavan Alro Nozzle - Fuel and Airflow Venus Fuel Pressure
*radial and axial versions involved variations in sleeves and spin chambers, e.g.,
atomizing air/fuel passage geometry.
**see MTI Report No. 83ASE308SA3
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Fig. 3-8 Delsvein VaMfb Nozzle - Nome Flow Versus Supply Fuel Pressure
In the former case, high heater cube tem-
perature spreads were obtained, as well
as high CO and HC emissions. In the lat-
ter case, temperature spread (Figure
3-9), CO (Figure 3-10), and HC ware con-
siderably higher, and NOx (Figure 3-11)
was lower than the Mod I rig baseline.
The two versions of the radial
air-atomized nozzle tested in the rig de-
monstrated encouraging results (Figures
3-12 to 3-15). Heater tube temperature
variations are comparable to the Mod I
nozzle at fuel flows less than 2 g/s and
A greater than 1.2. CO and HC emissions
are comparable if 1 is greater than 1.2,
and NOx emissions are lower than the Mod
I baseline. These data were obtained at
atomizing airflows equal to 25% of the
Mod I.
The high temperature spreads obtained at
fuel flows above 2 g/s are believed to be
due to a narrowing of the nozzle spray
angle (60). The radial nozzle has also
demonstrated carbon-free, operation dur-
ing the eleven hours of rig testing
without the use of water-cooling.
During the latter half of 1983, a
reduced-size Airo nozzle and redesigned
version of the radial nozzle having a
wider spray angle (80 0 ) water cooling and
a reduced face (to eliminate external
carbon buildup) will be fabricated and
tested in the Performance Rig. These
tests will be conducted with EGR upon
completion of rig modifications to pro-
vide this capability.
iI
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UPGRADED MOD I CGR COMBUSTOR DEVELOPMENT
The initial Upgraded Mod I combustor is a
turbulator design that utilizes EGR for
emissions control. This will be replaced
with a CGR combustor that simplifies
angina packagsability and preheater
maintenance, requirements. The CGR cos-
bustor must fulfill the ASE Program
emissions requirements of NOx s 0.4 g/ui,
CO = 3.4 g/mi, HC = 0.41 g/mi, and parti-
culates • 0.2 g/si, minimize heater tube
temperature variation for high efficien-
cy and long life, operate with low excess
air and pressure drop to limit parasitic
blower power consumption, be stable at
off-design conditions, and be durable.
During this report period, developmental
testing of the radial CGR concept was
conducted in the Performance Rig, a tubu-
lar CGR combustor was designed for Up-
graded Mod I engine *valuation, and a now
hairpin CGR combustor was conceptualized
The radial CGR combustor (Figure 3-16)
utilizes a continuous annulus, as opposed
to descrete ejectors, to induce recircu-
lating flaw. Eleven radial CGR combustor
configurations (Figure 3-17) ware tested
in the rig. None of theasa geometries
proved capable of generating sufficient
CGR for NOx control, contradicting earli-
er cold-flow test results ( 10% hot versus
40-45% cold). The discrepancy in test
results is more than Ave would expect due
to tesiperaturs difficiancies, and may be
due to fahrication difficulties *ncount-
erad with the Performance Rig combustors.
Duo to the unfavorable test results and
the complexity of the design, radial CGR
was eliminated as a candidate for the Up-
graded Mod I *nine.
Fig. 3-16 Radial CAR Co sbuster
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Fig. 3-17 Radial CGR Conftu-etiens Tested
In the Combudw PerOwmance Rig
The tubular CGR combustor (Figure 3-18)
designed for the Upgraded Mod I has a
different geometry and number of
ejector/CGR tubes compared to earlier Mod
I designs (see Table 3-3) . Previous Mod
I testing of tubular CGR combustors dem-
onstrated the superiority of the smaller
ejector diameter and circular versus
square tubes from a temperature profile
and emissions standpoint. The smaller
ejector, however, has a slightly negative
effect on engins efficiency (rare blower
power), while the all-circular tube ne-
Qosafiates an additional support ring in
the combustor assembly. The Upgraded Mod
I combustor uses an increased number of
tubes and length/diameter for improved
combustor mixing and recirculation, re-
spectively. The new tubular combustor
will be tested in an Upgraded Mod I on-
Sine during the latter half of 1983.
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and ejector into one piece. Air flowing
into the combustor through the minimum
hairpin ejector area induces combustion
products to flow through the recircu-
lation channel connected to the base of
the hairpin. A hairpin combustor will be
designed, fabricated, and tested in an
upgraded Mod I engine during 6he latter
half of 1983.
bustor durability through the use of oxi-
dation-resistance
	 and/or
	 thermal-
The hairpin CGR combustor (Figures 3-19
	 barrier coatings. These ceramic coucings
and 3-20) incorporates the features of
	 were considered for application to an M
the E()R turbulator combustor with the
	 combustor flame shield. A three-layer
ejector-flow-inducing technique neces-
	 graded thermal-barrier coating by Jeteom
sary for CGR. The compact, inexpensive
	 Inc. was selected (bas Table 3-4).
d.sign combines the swirler (turbulator)
Table 3-3
Tubular CGR Comb~ CONOWIS n
E actor Ct Tnbr
Design Engine Diameter No. L/D Inlet Exit
1-3-2074 Mod I 12 ® 8 4.33 Circular Circular
1-5-2074 Mod I 13 sm 8 4.33 Circular Circular
1-8-2134 Mod I 13 mn 8 3.25 Circular Circular
1-18199 Upgradcd Mod I 12 4.60 Circular I	 Circular
Rno External Neat fystr
(Taw View)
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that divided the CV8 cycle into discrete
ties-Freighted ent ize fuel flow ranges
(Fiore 3-21). This was applied to
steady-state engine Missions data (Fig-
ure 3 -22) to predict vehicle missions.
During this time] additional vehicle CV8
cycle measurements obtained with the Mod
I 73 allowed further refinements to that
technique.
Durability will be evaluated in the Com-
bustor Performance Rij; durin3 the latter
half of 1983.
ENGINE/VEHICLE EMISSIONS E.NALYSIS
Since low missions is one of the prime
goals of the ASE Program, the development
of analytical techniques to predict tran-
sient vehicle CVS cycle missions from
sztady-state engine data is necessary so
that refinements to emissions control
technology can be made early in' the de-
velopment stage. Accivity diring this
semiannual report period centered on im-
proving CO rind HC predictions using Mod I
engine and vehicle data, and comparing
Mod I/Upgraded Mod I missions with EGR.
A technique had been previously developed
NI• E
w•1 MM •1w a 7 MiMI
^y t MM
sus
Ime
1
N
•
•
Comparing predicted versus measured
vehicle results for taro different &OR
levels (Table 3-5), n conclusion was
reached that NOx predictions were accu-
rate, while CO and HC were not. By in-
eluding the effect of combustor ignition
delay ((-0.2 seconds), the discrepancy in
HC missions woks drastically reduced.
Current efforts are being made to quanti-
fy the effects of transient 1 variation(Figure 3-23) and cold heater tube tem-
perature (Figure 3-24) following
start-up. Qualitatively, the influence
of starts and transients is illustrated
by "-"paring Urban and Highway missions
(Table 3-6). In the latter case, there
are no starts and fewer transients, CO
decreases an order of smVitude, and HC
decreases by a factor of SO to 100.
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Fig. 3-21 Fuel Flew Dle"ullea
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WHKA"hout EGR
8Intermediate &a Maximum EGR
Fuel I Fuel
MOx CO HC Economy NOx CO HC Economy
g/mi g/mi g/mi mpg g/mi 8/mi g/mi an
Measured 0.96 3.43 .225 19.90 0 .41 1.91 . 369 20.50
Measured 0.90 3.27 .286 18.80 0.55 1.31 .718 19.40
Measured 0.84 3.21 .240' 19.20 0.54 0.84 .910 19..20
Measured 0.65 0.72 .710 18.90
Measured 0.46 1.45 .490 20.60
Measured 0.46 1.72 .720 19.80
Average 0.90 3.30 .253 19.30 0.51 1.32 .653 19.70
Predicted w/o
Ignition Delay 0.88 0.058 .026 19.10 0.41 0 . 104 .026 19.10
Predicted with
Ignition Delay -- -- . 166 -- -- -- .166 --
0
,A	 a	 ,J	 U	 u	 U	 7s
. w
Fig. 3-23 Transient Test Bed Emissions
at Quasi-Shady-Seam Conditbns
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Mlsd i Lernse* CVS CVW* Emissions mW Fw1 E*GrAMV Comparison
of NOX CO HC Fuelno
Intersediate Urban 3 0.90 3.30 0.253 19.3
H19h%mV 3 0.66 0.311 0.0043 32.1
Combined 23.5
xlsum Urban 6 0.51 1.32 0.653 19.7
Higl
	
Y 10 0.32 0.12 0.007 35.8
Combined 24.7
An analysis of Upgraded Mod I
steady-state emissions data with EGR has
been completed. Compared to the Mod I,
the Upgraded Mod I turbulatar combustor
has -30% greater flaw area. NOx en"-
s ions vary with fuel flow and EGR (Figure
3-25), while CO emissions are strongly
dependent on 1 (Figure 3-26). HC emis-
sions were extremely low at all test
conditions. Due to the lower pressure
drop of the Upgraded Mod I combustor, CO
and HC emissions were expected to be
higher than the Had I; however, that was
not the case, as NOx (Figure 3-27), CO,
and HC were comparable to Mod I levels.
Since the Upgraded Mod I pressure drop is
lower, there will be a reduced blower
power consumption for equivalent emis-
sions with EGR if differences in fuel
economy are ignored.
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Fig. 3-25 Upgraded Mod I Engine No. 2
	
Fig. 3-26 Upgraded Mod 1 Engine No. 2
A	 NOx Emissions With/Without EGR	 CO Emissions With/WMWA CGR
*3750 -1b. inertia weight; 12 . 1-hp road load (improvement made in transmission shift
schedule and torque converter after intermediate EGR tests)
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CERAMIC MATRIX PREHEATER
The metallic preheater represents one of
the most expensive components of the en-
gine due to the inherent expense of fab-
ricating individual metallic platelets
into a matrix. In order to reduce this
cost, ceramic material has been evaluated
for use in the preheater. In addition, a
ceramic preheater must be packageable,
and must perform and have low thermal
mass to yield high ENS efficiency and
minimal cold-start penalty. These re-
su
irements
rface/volume^ratio 8(300
e
ft4/ftJ), thin
walls, and low heat capacity (mass times
specific heat). In order to determine
the feasibility of using a ceramic pre-
heater, performance, durability, and
cost evaluations were conducted. The
conclusions showed that performance is
acceptable, durability needs to be is-
proved, and there is potential for
significant cost savings.
After consulting with several ceramic
vendors, an existing counter-flow recu-
perator developed for Sea turbine use
(Figure 3-28) was selected for perform-
ance and durability evaluation. This
cordierite block (manufactured by Coors
Porcelain Company) was chosen because its
anticipated performance closely matched
ASE Program requirements. Evaluation was
conducted in a Preheater Rig using air on
the cold side and heated air, or
natural-gas combustion products, on the
hot side. Both heat transfer (Figure
3-29) and pressure loss (Figure 3-30)
were found to be compara_ le to the Mod I
metallic preheater. The slight deteri-
oration in heat transfer at low flows,
and the increased friction factor were
due to the restrictive maaifolding of the
Sag turbine test section, and not inher-
ent to the heat exchanger design.
Durability of the two test sections uti-
lized was acceptable up to and including
800°C. Further increases in temperature
resulted in increased leakage diva to
crack formation. Since temperatures up
to 900°C were encountered in the Upgraded
Mod I, durability was unacceptable. The
cracking was judged to be geometry, as
opposed to material, related.
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Fig. 3-30 Ceremic Prehester
Pressure Drop Test Results
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Hest-Trsnshr Test Results
Based on the encouraging performance re-
sults, a mass-production RESD cost study
was undertaken with Coors. The preheater
design (refer to Figures 3-19 and 3-20)
is simpler and more thermally
stress-resistent than the gas-turbine
test sections evaluated in the rig, of-
fering ease of maintenance through the
use of ten modular blocks. The study
concluded a per engine cost of $80-85
(1984 dollars) in quantities of 300,000
hngines/year (a factor of 4 less than the
cw*arable cost of a brazed metallic pre-
heater).
Having demonstrated the cost benefits of
a ceramic matrix preheater, a program
will be initiated with Coors during the
latter half of 1983 to supply up to eight
test sections (two each of four different
materials) for rig performance/
durability evaluation. These sectionsgill be single blocks of the RESD design.
Initial sections will be cordierite; the
remaining ceramics have yet to be deter-
mined. If successful, one of the ceramic
blocks will be chosen for evaluation in
an Upgraded Mod I engine during 1984.
Hot Engine System (HES) Dewiopment
The primary goals of this task are to
provide a low-cost regenerator design
with mileage performance comparable to
the current design, and to evaluate the
flow distribution of the asymmetrical
heater head manifolds for the V-4 RESD.
Good regenerator performance is the key
to good Stirling-engine performance;
therefore, the effectiveness, pressure
drop, and thermal conductance of this
component must be extremely favorable for
optimum engine power and efficiency. To
date, these requirements have resulted in
the use of a high-cost matrix material (a
high mesh count, sintered wire cloth).
Another key area for engine performance
is the heater head manifold. Since uni-
form flow within the tubes is needed for
optimum performance, concern was ex-
pressed about the lack of symmetry of the
V-4 RESD manifolds.
Activity during the first half of 1983
was aimed at evaluation of alternative
regenerator matrix materials in both the
rigs and the engine, and evaluation of
the flog characteristics of the RESD
heater head manifolds.
Primary objectives during the second half
of 1983 will focus on further rig evalu-
ation of alternative regenerator matrix
material, testing of ceramic regenera-
tors in a P-40 engine, and fabrication of
a regenerator for the annular P-40R en-
gine utilizing the most promising
alternative regenerator material.
1
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Regenerators fabrit %tsd for the Mod I en-
gine during this report period utilized
Metex knitted wire in porosities of 55%
to 70%. A set of 70x-porosity regenera-
tors were tested in Mod I angina No. 10.
Performance predictions were also made by
incorporating the results of the Single-
Blow Rig into USAB's Engine Performance
Code. The results of both tests and cal-
culations are shown in Figures 3-31 and
3-32. There was a drop of -6 kW (-8 hp)
in power and 5-1/2 points in efficiency
when switching from screen to knitted
wire regenerators. The calculated data
matched test data quite well, especially
considering that the calculation did not
use actual engine conditions from the
test. This test served to validate re-
generator matrix Single-Blow Rig tests.
Silicon carbide (SiC) foam regenerators
were designed and released for fabri-
cation during this report period. Delays
in obtaining these regenerators from the
vendor resulted in postponing the P-40
engine endurance testing to August, 1983.
Due to the use of incorrect values of
specific heat supplied by the vendor,
predicted values of engine performance
were found to be in error on the optimis-
tic side; however, since SiC regenerators
offer a significant cost advantage, and
would be required if an all-ceramic en-
gine were to be developed, the P-40
endurance tests will still be performed.
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Fig. 3-32 Metax Venus Sinbrid Screen -
Mod i Net Efficiency Venus rpm
Powdered metal test sections of two dif-
ferent particle sizes were also tested in
the Single -Blow Rig. The results of
these tests are shown in Figure 3-33.
Alsv shown on this graph is the relative
ranking of most of the test sections
evalum-ed to date. One can see that the
fine -particle -sized powdered metal sam-
ple shows good heat-transfer potential,
but at the expense of significantly high-
er pressure drop than the baseline
sintered screen. The coarse-particle
sample had an acceptable pressure drop,
but lower heat-transfer potential. Fur-
ther samples will be evaluated to
determine an ootimnm-particle-size test
sample that should yield performance bet-
ter than any alternative materials tested
to date.
Further testing of alternative matrix ma-
terials is planned for the second half of
1983. Additional powdered metal, ex-
panded metal, carbon -carbon composite
material, and filament -wound wire
materials will be evaluated. Further
evaluation of sintered wire screen
materials of differing wire sizes and
porosities will also take place.
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Fig. 3-31 histex Versus Sintered Screen -
Mod I Net Power Versus rpm
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HEATER HEAD DEVELOPMENT
A test rig was assembled to evaluate the
flow distribution of the heater head man-
ifolds of the V-4 RESD. Flow distrib-
ution is determined by flowing water
through manifold models and collecting
the water in separate tubes. Water
height in each tube is measured, repres-
enting the flow distribution of that
manifold. Several manifold models were
constructed and tested. The asymmetric
V-4 manifolds had a fairly good distrib-
ution after the original geometry was
slightly modified. A plot of the water
height is shown in Figure 3-34, on which
the regenerator and cylinder manifolds'
flow distribution is averaged to give a
combined effect.
In order to validate these tests, mani-
fold models of the Upgraded Mod I heater
head were constructed and tested (results
are shown on Figure 3-35). This distrib-
ution is consistent with back calculated
values determined from engine test data
for the temperature difference between a
center and and tube on the Upgraded Mod I
heater head. The center tubes ran -40%
cooler than the and tubes, indicating
higher flows in the center tubes. A con-
clusion that can be drawn from this test
is that the V-4 RESD manifolds should
yield better distribution than the pres-
ent Upgraded Mod I manifolds.
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Fig. 3-34 V-4 RESD: Combined Regenerstw
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Fig. 3-35 Test Results of Upgraded Mod I
Hester Head Man"d Models
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Materials and Process Development
The main objective of this task is the
utilisation of low-cost, nonstrategic
heater head materials that can survive
the automotive duty cycle. The -high-
temperature/pressure environment, as
well as the presence of high- and low-
cycle cyclic stresses, have contributed
to the difficulty of meeting this
objective.
Developmental efforts during this report
period included establishing base spec-
ifications for seal material, reducing
the strategic -material content of the
RESD, fatigue -testing of alternative
heater head casting alloys, the manufac-
ture of• a test rig to hydraulically
fatigue -test heater head castings, con-
tinuation of the creep rupture testing of
alternative heater tube materials, and
refitting the quadrant for the HTP-40
testing of alternative casting alloys
with new heater tubes.
During the second half of 1983, material
development efforts will focus on com-
pleting the fatigue testing of welded
alloy XF-818, establishing a microstruc-
ture calibration chart to help determine
time at temperature of heater tubes, fa-
tigue-testing heater head castings and a
crosshead/piston rod joint, determining
the thermal conductivity of XF-818, con-
tinuing the creep rupture testing of
alternative heater tube materials, and
experimenting with thermal-barrier coat-
ings on External Heat System components.
DESIGN PROPERTIES TESTING
The mean stress effects and hold time, or
frequency, affects on the fatigue life of
XF-818 were determined during this report
period. Figure 3-36 is a plot showing
the cycles to failure versus strain am-
plitude percentage for both the
previously done Phase I and the current
Phase II fatigue testing.
A Haigh Diagram (shown in Figure 3-37),
constructed from the results in Figure
3-36, shows the effect of the mean stress
for a given alternating load. The heater
head castings operate at different R ra-
tios (R a minimum stress/maximum stress).
These data will be useful in optimizing
heater head casting designs.
The- effects of frequency are shown in
Figure `3-38, which is a plot of frequency
versus cycles to failure for XF-818. The
stress amplitude temperature and R ratio
were constant for all tests. The results
show a decrease in low
-cycle fatigue life
of over two, with a decrease in frequency
of two orders of magnitude (significant
when considering thermally-induced
stresses and mean working gas pressure
changes in design of the heater head
castings).
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To examine the effects of high-pressure
hydrogen on the high-cycls fatigue life
of alloys XF-818 and CRM-6D, a special
hollow fatigue test specimen (Figure
3-39) was designed that was internally
pressurized to 19 . 65 MPa (2.85 ksi) with
either hydrogen or helium .* The results
are shown in Figure 3-40. This test
showed no apparent degradation due to
high -pressure hydrogen.
Long-term creep rupture tests are being
conducted on the five alternative heater
tube alloys. Table 3-7 lists these al-
loys and their nominal composition. The
latest 850% creep rupture data have been
added to the curves shown in Figure 3-41.
The stress to rupture at 3500 hours has
been estimated for each alloy based on
this latest data (shown in Table 3-8).
The estimate is a best straight - line fit
through the data points using trend anal-
ysis. The estimate does not take into
account any scatter of the data; it con-
siders only the solution-annealed
condition, except for CG-27, which is so-
lution-annealed and precipitation-
hardened.
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Fig. 3-39 Fatigue Test Specimen
Cw "Peftm
Fig. 3-40 Fatigue in Hydrogen and Helium -
XF-818 and CRM-80 (SWC)
*used as a reference to equate to air properties
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Fig. 3-41 Creep Rupture Testng (SWC)
Argon - Sanicro 31H, Sanicro 32,
CG-27, lneonel 625, 12RN72
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Table 3-T
Alternative Neater Tube Mabsrlels' Nominal Chemistry
Multimeti 19.75 21.25 20 3.00 2.5 .12 - - - 1.0 1.50 29.70 1.0 .15
(111155)
A 1 ternit i ves:
CO-27	 3Inconel 62
Sanicro 32
Sanicro 31N 4
4
None
None
None
None
13.00
21.50
21.00
21.00
38
61
31
31
5.75
9.00
-
-
-
3.0
-
-
.05
.05
.09
.07
1.6
0.2
0.4
0.3
•
2.5
0.2
0.4
0.3
.010
-
-
0.7
-
•
-
-
0.25
0.60
0.60
38.00
2.50
42.80
46.13
-
0.2
0.6
0.6
-
-
lease Material
2Crucible Steel Corporation
Using the same slope as the trend -fitted
line, and drawing a line through the low-
est data point, yields the values listed
in Table 3-8 as the lowest estimate
stress. The design stress, based ^;n an
equivalent operational pressure of 7.5
MPa and a safety factor, is 28 . 125 N/mm2.
Considering this, Sanicro 31H and 32 will
not meet the requirements; all the other
alloys appear to meet the requirement for
creep rupture at this time.
Table 3-8
Estimated Stress to Rupture at 3500 Hours (i;WC)
st mete	 Cross Lowest
	
sti-
Alloy Trend Zit mated Stress
CG-2 2.
Inconel 625 45.31 43
12RN72 34.34 32
Sanicro 31H
lSanlcC2 32
33.25
28.07	 1
27
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HIGH-TEMPERATURE ENGINE TESTING
The alternate heater head casting and
heater tube materials are being subjected
to high-temperature engine testing on an
HTP-40 engine to rank the alternate mate-
rials in an engine environment. Eight
quadrants have been manufactured with the
combinations of casting and tube materi-
als shown in Table 3-9.
Table 3-9
Tube/Casting Matu4sis
Quadrant
 ast ng Tube
"S-31 N-
2 CRM-6D N-155
3 XF-818 Inconel 155
4 SAF-11 CC-27
5 Ns-31 N-155
6 CRM-60 Inconel 155
7 XF-818 N-155
*cobalt, chromium, columbium, tantalum
3lnternstional Nickel
4Sandvik Alloys
To date, 1650 test hours have been accu-
mulated against the test goal of 2000
test hours at 820eC.
A-heater tube (made with Sanicro 32) fai-
lure interrupted the last 500-hour passe
of the 2000-hour test plan. After re-
viewing the engine test results and the
creep. rupture test results of the alter-
native heater tube materials, it was
decided to replace all the remaining Sa- 4
nicro 32 tubes on the affected quadrant
with N-155. Since the primary goal of
this task is to test the alternate cast
materials, the weaker alternate tube ma-
terials on three other quadrants will
also be replaced with N-155. The quad-
rant material combinations will then be
as shown in Table 3-9.
P^V w
RESD STRATEGIC -MATERIAL CONTENT
	 T ^^
One of the efforts in this task has been
to reduce the amount of strategic ele-
ments* in the Stirling engine. By substi-
tuting alternative heater head casting
alloy XF-818 for HS-31, and alternative w
heater tube alloy CG-27 for N-155, cobalt
has essentially been eliminated. Chromi-
um has also bean substantially reduced.
Table 3-10 compares the amount of strate-
gic elements in the Mod I, the Upgraded
Mod I, and the RESD. As a proof test of
design and manufacturing capability, the
heater head castings will be subjected to
a full-scale fatigue test. The internal
pressure will be applied hydraulically
through the testing shown schematically
in Figure 3-42. The test will be con-
ducted at room temperature, and will
apply a mean pre3surs of 5 MPa for 10
cycles.
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Rig, and a statistical evaluation of
Pumping Leningrader (PL) seal life was
initiated using two P-40 engines.
*percent of total basic engine weight
Fig. 3-42 Schea»tk of Hydraulic
Fatigue Tester
Cold Engine System (CES) Development
The objecti •! , of CES activity is to de-
velop reliable, low-friction, long-
lived seals. Development activity covers
piston rings and main (piston rod) seals.
During the first half of 1983, efforts to
develop low-friction piston rings were
concentrated in the Mod I Motoring Rig.
Evaluation and development of
advance-design main seals has been car-
ried out in the Exploratory Seals Test
The goal for the remaind6v of 1983 is to
advance the development of main seals and
piston rings through rig and engine
testing.
MAIN SEALS
USAB experience has shown that main seals
might fail after a short period of opera-
tion; however, if the seals do not fail
prematurely, there is a high probability
that they will have a life exceeding 1000
hours. In the early stages of Had I
testing, main seal failures occurred reg-
ularly aftar short periods of operation.
Evidence suggested that this might have
been the result of changes in the HABIA
seal material properties caused by
inconsistencies in the manufacturing
process.
4.
a
ftm
Fig. 3-43 ,Initial Main Seal Duty
Cycle (P-40 Engines)
In an attempt to clarify this and gener-
ate seal life data under representative
w controlled conditions, a series of tests
were initiated using two P -40 engines
that were run for a nominal 500 hours us-
ing a duty cycle representative of CVS
conditions (shown in Figure 3-43).
L
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The first tests were carried out with PL
seals made from HABIA material manufac-
tured by a process specified by USAB.
Three sets each of these seals completed
500 hours without a single seal failure
or degradation in engine performance. At
the and of testing, traces of oil were
present in the seal housings, but no oil
had entered the working cycles of the en-
gines. In all cases, a feather edge had
formed on the seals where they had been
extruded between the piston rod and seal
seat (cracks were also found in this re-
gion). During this time period, seals
made from the same batch of HABIA materi-
al idled after short intervals in Mod I
engines, indicating the differences were
not the result of material properties.
Ot M of a
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The Mod I engines are all basically per-
formance engines operating under condi-
tions that are much harder on the seals
than the CVS mode of operation used in
the P-40 tests. The Mod I engines oper-
ate for longer periods at high power
levels, and experience more frequent
starts and stops. To investigate the ef-
fect of this type of operation on seal
life, an accelerated duty cycle was de-
vised (Figure 3-44). During each
twenty-four-hour period, the cycle hs.1
two hot starts (engine is restarted after
a ten-minute stop) and two cold starts
(engine is restarted after a one-hour
stop). For more than sixteen hours of
every twenty-four, the engine operated at
12 MPa/2ZC0 rpm. With this accelerated
duty cycle, a set of HASIA seals com-
plsted 500 hours without failure or
degradation in engine performance. At
the and of the test, oil leakage and
seals' conditions were the same as those
seen with the original duty cycle. While
the P-40 tests yielded valuable informa-
tion, they did not impact the prime
objective, i.e., they did not provide any
explanation for the short-seal life expe-
rienced with t ►. - Mod I engines. At this
stage, it would appear that the differ-
ences between the P-40 and Mod I engine
designs may be significant in terms of
seal life. Testing a Mod I engine with
the same duty cycles should resolve this
question. Mod I engine No. 2 is current-
ly under assembly for this purpose.
am am" of W = A" "Iew iM
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Exploratory Seals Rig testing during this
report period concentrated on evaluating
seal designs based an the double-angle
principle. These tests are summarized in
Table 3-11, and the different form of
seals are shorn in Figures 3-45 through
3-49. All seals were tested with inter-
mittent operation using the not test head
with Mod-I -type hardware.
E
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Fig. 3-4 Double-Angle,
 Seal Dealgn Variation	 Fig. 3-47 Ooubl -AngN Seal Design Variation
Fig. 3-4 D---- Angle Seal paslon withConformable-Filled PITT UAbtsrials Flo. 3-4 Double-Angle Sal Design Variation
Table 3-11
tpkwft ry Seels Rig Tasting susssary
Seal*
Set
ea
Type
Seal Body
Material
Seal Seat
Material
Preload
(lb)
Test Duration
(hrs)
22 1 Rulon J Brass 40 72
23 'L HABIA Brass s0 514
24 2 Torlon 4301 Brass 80 24
25 4 Rulon J Brass 80 10
26 4 Rulon J Brass s0 1
27 4 Rulon J Brass 80 2
28 3 Torlon 4203 Brass 100 181
29 3 Torlon 4203 Brass 120 73
30 3 Torlon 4203 Brass 120 3
31 5 Rulon J Torlon 4203 80 1
32 5 Torlon 4203 Brass 100 5
33 5 Rulon J Torlon 4203 100 11
34 5 Rulon J Torlon 4203 120 a
*two seals per sit
**refer to Figu-- 3-49 for all double-angle seals tested a - 5', 	 15s
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To provide baseline data, a pair of stan-
dard HABIA PL seals were tested (Seal Set
23). Hydrogen leakage decreased during
tht initial test period until it reached
a low equilibrium level (see Figure
3-50) . The test was terminated after 5%
hours. During this period, there was a
small leakage of oil past the upper seal;
both seals had worn as indicated by a
loss in weight, but neither seal had
extruded.
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Fig.. 3-30 s.N set 23 Hydrogee Losluge flab
Previous tests of double -angle seals had
shown that leakage began after some peri-
od due to deformation of the seal, which
essentially eliminated the lower inlet
angle (0). Seal Set 22 (Figure 3-45) was
cu attempt to overcome this problem. The
lower inlet angle was formed in an exten-
sion of the seal that was not in a loaded
region. After 72 hours, an unacceptable
o._1 leak was detected. The lower inlet
angles were still present, but the seals
had suffered gross extrusion, i.e., the
extended sections of the seals were ap-
proximately twice their original length,
and had circumferential cracks.
In an attempt to overcome the extrusion
problem, the seal material was changed to
Torlon 4301 iSeal Set 24), a polyamide-
imide material that is such harder, and
has a modulus of elasticity approximately
four times that of filled PTFE*
materials. To maintain an effective seal
between the seal and brass seat, a
1/16-inch o-ring was provided and located
in a groove in the lower conical surface
of the seal (shwn in Figure 3-"). With
the higher modulus material, the inter-
*polytetraflouroethyleas
ference fit between the rod and seal was
reduced. At start-up under cold condi-
tins, the seals gave very high friction.
Seal temperatures increased rapidly to
100'C, and then the friction and seal
temperatures decreased - until they
reached steady-state values very similar
to those of PTFE seals. The lower seal
had slightly more interference than the
upper seal, and ran at a slightly higher
temperature, but it gave consisuntly,low
hydrogen leakage (Figure 3-51). The up-
per seal gave higher gas leakage
initially, which progressively decreased
until, after about nine hours, it was at
the same level as the lower seal (Figure
3-51). Testing was terminated after 24
hours when oil leakage was detected. Ex-
amination showed that most of the oil had
come from the upper seal and had entered
through the seal/seat interface. The in-
troduction of the o-ring groove in the
seal had severely reduced the area of the
contact surface between the sr^' and the
seat. Vitt the high star ing :riction,
there was a strong possi 'i` that the
seals had not remained ." coucact with
the seats, and their motion had generated
a squeeze film effect which pumped the
oil past the o-rings.
it
am"Fig. 3-51 Seal set 24 Hydrogen i.eskege Its%
Seal sits 28, 29, 30, and 32 are modified
designs of Torlon, double -angle seals.
The main design change was the use of a
such smaller o-ring (0.5 mm) (Figure
3-47); thus, the reduction in contact
area was minimal. Seal set 28, with a
smaller interference, gave higher gas
leakages than those experienced w :th Seal
Set 24 (Figure 3-52); however, leakage
3-22
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from both seals decreased during testing,
and was less than 33 cc/min when the test
was terminated after 181 hours when
slight oil leakage was detected. Exam-
ination showed that the small o-ring,
combined with the slightly higher
preload, had effectively pri A*ented oil
passing between the seal and seat. The
oil leakage that had occurred between the
seals and the rod was minimal, and only
sufficient to produce a thin )film on the
components close to the seals.
•r,
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Fig. 3-52 3461 Set 20 Hyd-000 twkow Re%
The seals in Set 29 ware of the same de-
sign an Set 28, but were selected to have
a slightly greater interference fit on
the rod and, to compensate for the ex-
pected increase in friction, th:A preload
was increased. The increased interfer-
ence resulted in higher friction, but
Save lower gas leakage (mainly less than
1 cc/min). Testing was terminated after
73 hours when oil leakage was detected.
Subsequent examination showed minimum
leakage of oil, which had entered between
the seals and the rod. At the and of the
test, the seals were still an interfer-
ence fit on the rod, but their bores had
increased slightly.
Seal Set 32 was nominally a repeat of
Seal Set 28. The seals had a comparable
interference fit, and the preload was 100
lbs. Gas leakage was low, but testing
was terminated after five hours when sig-
nificant oil leakage occurred.
Reasons for the variability in perform-
ance of the Torlon seals are still being
investigated, but it would appear that
small differences in roundness of the
seal bores say be a aignific-nt factor.
An alternative seal design aimed at mini-
mising the extwision of the seal while
utilising conformable - filled 'TF?. mate-
rials is shown in Figure 3-48. The seal
body is bonded to a brass seat and ma-
chined as a unit. Seals of this t7pe
sere manufactured for test using Rulon J
for the seal body. The dimensions were
chosen to Siva a nominal radial clearance
between the brass base and the rod sur-
face when assembled. Initial tests had
very high Sao leakages which were traced
to leak paths through the bonded inter-
facer. This problem was overcome by
applying a bead of silicone sealer to the
outer edge of the Rulon J /brass joint.
Subsequent tests (Seal Sets 25, 26, and
27) with this type of seal gave very poor
results, i.e., large oil leakages oc-
curred after very short periods of time.
During the tests, friction forces and
seal temperatures were very similar to
those experienced with PL seals, and gas
leakage was very low. At the and of the
tests, the seals were not worn, not had
they deformed. The seals and other com-
ponents were thoroughly wet with oil. It
was not possible to determine the path by
which the oil had entered the seal
cavity; however, there is a distinct pas-
sibility that it passed through the
bonded area. HiSh pressures Sonerated in
the inlet section on the upstroks would
be sufficient to pump oil through any po-
tential leak path in the bond against the
opposing Sas pressure. While there was
no direct evidence that this had
occurred, it is quite feasible that this
mechanism could produce oil leakage with-
out incurring any significant or
excessive Sss leakage.
.Another variation an the double-angle
seal concept is shown in Figure 3-49. In
this arrangement, the seal and seat are
separate components, but the lower inlet
angle is formed in the seat so that the
two components combine to function as a
double -angle seal. Seals of this type
were manufactured using Rulcm J for the
seal body and Torlon 4203 for the seat.
Seal Set 31 had a large intsference be-
tween the seal body and rod, and the seat
had a small interference. These seals
exhibited high friction, and oil leakage
was detected after one hour. There was
reason to believe that the high friction
ORIGINAL PAGE Is
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M-Ring Test
Seal Expander
Test Ring Type Type Type
1 Basic H-Ring 1/16" Flat Ring
(Split) O-Ring
2 L H-Ring 1/16" Wave Spring
(Split) 0-Ring
3 L H-Ring 1/16" Wave Spring
(Solid) 0-Ring
4 L H-Ring Quad-Ring Wave Spring
(Split)
5 L H-Ring 1/16" Double
(Split) 0-Ring Quad-Ring
6 L H-Ring 1/16" Double
(Solid) O-Ring Quad-Ring
7 L H-Ring 3/32" Double
(Solid) 3-Ring Quad-Ring
8 L H-Ring 3/32" Double
(Split) 0-Ring Quad-Ring
9 Single H-Ring 1/1611
0-Ring Quad-Tang
4%; r
1"x'4
S
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was caused by the interference fit'be-
tween the seat and rod, possibly causing
the seats to lift and produce the oil
leakage. A second set of seals was manu-
factured with a smaller diametral clear-
ance between the seat and rod (Seal Set
33). Under test, these seals gave low
friction and gas leakage (less than 0.5
cc/win), but oil leakage was detected af-
tar 11 hours. A third set of seals (Seal
Set 34) with an even smaller diametral
clearance between the seat and rod were
tested with a higher preload of 120 lbs.
They exhibited low friction and gas leak-
age, but oil leakage was detected after 8
hours. In Seal Sets 33 and 34, the fric-
tion forces were such smaller than the
applied preload, so there was no reason
to suspect that the seals might be un-
seated; however, it is possible that the
hydrodynamic pressures generated in the
rod/seal interface were sufficient to
pump oil between the seals and seats
without incurring high gas leakage.
remapping of EDS motoring friction for
the baseline journal bearing unit with
split/solid piston rings, retrofit of the
RFD with Lightweight Reduced Friction
Drive (LRFD) crankshafts, connecting
rods, and piston rods, and a complete re-
mapping of the motoring friction for the
LRFD with split /solid piston rings.
During the latter half of 1983, work will
continue on testing and evaluating vari-
ous seal configurations, including
motored EDS performance with capseals re-
moved, split/solid rings with Pain cylin-der liner vent, and single H-rings.
SEAL HARDWARE TESTS
Table 3-12 lists the various H-ring tests
that have been or are going to be con-
ducted as part of the seal valuation/
development effort.
Table 3-12
The double-angle seal is a proven concept
that can provide consistent, controlled
lubrication to minimize friction and gas
leakage. The major problem is to main-
tain the geometry of the seal, partic-
ularly that of the inlet region on the
crankcase side. During the second half
of 1983, rig testing will concentrate on
evaluating double-angle seal designs
aimed at achieving this objectives.
PISTON RINGS
Piston ring development during the first
half of 1983 concentrated on the
pressure-balanced H ering concept. Tests
have been carried out in the Mod I mo-
tored engine, and are described in the
Engine Drive System Development Section
of this report.
Engine Drive System (EDS) Development
The primary goals of this task are to de-
velop a Reduced Friction Drive (RFD), and
evaluate new seal concepts under motored
engine test conditions. Activity began
in the latter half of* 1981 with the in-
stallation of a motored Mod I drive
system with a dummy heater head.
Efforts completed during this report
period include continued testing and
evaluation of seal hardware, a complete
b3-24
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The first configuration tested, the basic"e. nrr.
H-ring (shown in Figure 3-53), showed ev-
idence of o-ring fretting after four
hours of operation. The fretting was 	 PMGMM Seemthought to be caused either by cyclic ex- 	 puseen
pension/contraction of the o-ring in
response to the pressure wave or by the
o-ring contacting the cylinder wall dur-
ing a pressure transient.
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Fig. 3-53 Basic H-Ring System -
Two Rings/Piston
The second configuration tested, the
split, L-shaped H-ring shown in Figure
3-54, was adopted to provide o-ring re-
tention. This would assure that the
o-ring did not contact the cylinder wall.
Cycle-cycle pressure balance was poor
with this configuration, and o-ring fret-
ting was once again observed after four
hours of operation as a result of this
test. Cylinder wall contact was elimi-
nated as a cause of the o-rring fretting.
The third configuration tested was iden-
tical to the second except that the
H-ring was solid. 0-ring fretting was
also observed after four hours of opera-
tion. A degradation of cycle-cycle pres-
sure balance occurred as the o-ring
abrasion progressed.
Fig. 3-54 L-Shaped H-Rings (O-Ring
Retention) Two Rings/Piston
The fourth configuration tested was the
split, L-shaped H-ring with the o-rings
replaced with quad-rings, as shown in
Figure 3-55. Cycle-cycle pressure bal-
ance was still unsatisfactory. It was
discovered on disassembly that the
quad-rings had twisted during assembly
and had not provided an effective seal.
Fig. 3-55 L-Shaped H-Rings (Quad-Ring
Retention) - Two Rings/Piston
The fifth configuration tested was the
split, L-shaped H-ring (Figure 3-56) with
double quad-rings used as expander rings.
Excessive cycle-cycle pressure imbalance
was noted, and o-ring fretting was ob-
served.on disassembly.
rn«4 :;
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to provide adequate radial clearance for
the larger o-ring. This made the ring
radial loading dependent on pressure,
which is contrary to the H-ring design
philosophy. Ring grooves will be modi-
fied .to. provide adequate o-ring radial
clearance prior to the resumption of
testing.
two
Fig. 3-56 L-Shaped H-Rims (O-Ring
RG%Rftn - Two Rings/Piston
The sixth configuration tested was iden-
tical to the fifth except that the H-ring
was solid. Performance was not measur-
ably improved over the prior test. It
was concluded that insufficient axial
squeeze of the o-ring was allowing gas to
bypass the ring at higher operating pres-
sures (9 MPa and above), thus producing
the cyclic expansion/ contraction of the
o-ring and the resultant ring abrasion.
The o-ring cross-section diameter was in-
creased by 50% (from 1/16" to 3/32") for
the seventh test, and a solid, L-shaped
H-zing was used. The identical hardware,
with the H-ring split, , was used for the
eighth test. No o-ring abrasion occurred
in either test; however, the cycle-cycle
pressure balance, which was excellent
with the solid ring, was seriously de-
graded by the addition of the small leak
path through the split in the ring. Fig-
ure 3-57 shows the cycle pressures and
torque for the solid H-ring tested at 7
MPa mean pressure and 2000 rpm, and Fig-
ure 3-58 shows the cycle pressures and
torque for the split H-ring tested at
identical conditions. The motoring tor-
que was higher for both tests than was
anticipated for a properly designed
H-ring system. The direct substitution
of a 50% larger cross-section o-ring ef-
fectively eliminated leakage; however,
the piston groove depth was insufficient
Fig. 3-57 Cycle-to-Cycle Pressure/Torque
Varistbns for Double H-Ring Tests - Solid Rings
t aw
r.. =M^
Fig. 3-56 Cyaie-10-Cycle Pressure/Torque
Variations for Double H-Ring Tests - Split Rings
The single H-ring (shown in Figure 3-59)
will be tested after completion of the
ongoing baseline tests which have a two-
fold objective: 1) to establish the
friction reduction for rolling-element
versus journal bearings with
back-to-back tests on the same test rig;
and, 2) to provide a baseline for per-
formance comparison of . seal hardware
planned for future tests.
Fig. 3-59 Single H-Ring
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The Mod I journal bearing baseline test
with split /solid rings has been
completed. Data comparing MTI and USAB
Motoring Rig results for H2 and N2 are
shown in Figures 3-60 and 3-61. Note
that the friction power is higher for the
MTI data at the high power points. This
may be due to the differences in pressure
ratio for the MTI and USAB tests (shown
in Figure 3-62). Figure 3-63 shows the
comparable motoring friction results for
helium in the Motoring Rig.
NOW
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Fig. 3-60 Comparison of Baseline .Journal
Bearing Test (Mod 1) and USAB a4 Dab (HZ)
*uses
Fig. 3-61 Comparison of Baseline Journal
Bearing Tart (Mod i) and WAS 84 Dab (NZ)
w
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Fig. 3-62 Comparison of Baseline Journal Bear-
ing - SpIWSolld Ring and USAB 04 Dab (15 MPs)
r.•• 4W
Fig. 3-63 Baseline Journal Bearing Test -
Mbd 1 He (June 25, 1983)
Control System/Auxiliaries Development
Development during this report period fo-
cused on the combustion control system
during transient operating conditions,
the Digital Engine Control (DEC) software
and reliability improvements, the con-
ceptual design and analysis of a suitable
combustion air blower, and the finaliza-
tion of the Upgraded Mod I servo-oil
system.
Activities and goals for control systems
development for the latter half of 1983
will emphasize the utilization of the AFC
System ' s flexibility, i.e., the ability
to vary the air -to-fuel ratio as a func-
tion of engine parameters, and continu-
ation of the reliability improvements in
DEC software and hardware. Auxiliaries
efforts will center on development of s
positive -displacement combustion air
blower, review of the engine check valve
design and reliability, and the conceptu-
al design of a hydrogen compressor to
provide improved pump-down capability.
The major goals of this task include the
development of engine control and auxil-
iaries systems.
	
Specific control systems
goals include the development of a sim-
plified mean pressure control, a reliable
microprocessor -based electronic control,
and a highly flexible electronic Air/Fuel
Control (AFC) with low pressure drop and
low minimum fuel flow.
	
A goal for the
auxiliaries	 task	 includes	 the develop-
ment	 of	 a	 positive -displacement
combustion air blower.	 These hardware
designs must be compatible with the ex-
tram"	 of	 an	 automotive	 operating
environment.
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The objective of the combustion control
task is to develop an AFC that provides
more system flexibility and better con-
trol of the air-to-fuel ratio during
transients than the current Bosch
R-Jetronic system.
In January, the electronic AFC was tested
with a pressure-atomized, dual-orifice
fuel nozzle on Mod I engine No. 1. The
test, done with the engine mounted in the
vehicle, was limited to ignition and
steady-state idle operation. Based on
the results of that testing, the system
was run on a CVS cycle. Results of that
testing showed that the combustion con-
trol and fuel nozzle as a system resulted
in neither good emissions nor good mile-
age. The performance was below that of
the X-Jetronic system with an air-
atomized nozzle. In May, the electronic
AFC was tested with an air-atomized fuel
nozzle on the CVS cycle. The results
(Table 3-13) agreed very well with the
emissions and fuel economy obtained with
the Bosch R-Jetronic system.
Table 3-13
WS Fuel
Highway HC CO NOx Economy
Cycle UGR /mi g/mi g/mi mpg
/83 Bosch High 0.009 0.13 0.29 36.5
/83 Bosch Off 10.007 0-7410.94 1 34.3
When the difference in EGR is factored
into the data, the electronic AFC com-
pares favorably with the Bosch system.
To date, there has been no effort to make
use of two potentially large advantages
of the electronic AFC system: 1) the
ability to vary the air-to-fuel ratio (a)
as a function of engine parameters other
than just airflow (i.e., ignition versus
running); and, 2) the ability initiate
changes in airflow and fuel flow with ap-
propriate delays to coordinate the
changes in airflow and fuel flow rates to
occur simultaneously at the fuel nozzle.
The electronic AFC has been integrated
with the DEC installed in the MTI engine
test cell. The system has been the only
combustion control system for Upgraded
Mod I engine No. 10.
DIGITAL ENGINE CONTROL
Electronic Air/Fuel Control Testing CoWarison
S Urban HC NOx Fuel
/82 Bosch 23 0.25 3.30 0.90 19.3 mpg
/83 Bosch >20 0.64 1.25 0.52 19.7 mpg
/83 AFC 8.4 0.53 3.08 0.82 20.6 mpg
Highway
Cycle IEGR
Hc
alof
CO
0101
Nox
0121
uel
_E
/82 Bosch 23 0.004 0.31 0.66 32.1 mpg
/83 Bosch >20 0.007 0.10 0.34 35.0 mpg
/83 AFC 12.5 0.024 0.79 0.45 33.9 mpg
The influence of EGR on both CO and NOx
emissions has been demonstrated. The
higher the EGR flow, the lower the CO and
NOx. Equivalent EGR values were not ob-
tained because of the increase in air
pressure drop across the Bosch x-Jetronic
when fuel pressure was present (only when
running fuel through the R-Jetronic).
The effect of EGR was demonstrated by
running highway cycles with and without
EGR:
The objectives of this task are the de-
velopment of a detailed understanding of
the engine controls, modification of the
software for the Upgraded Mod I, fabri-
cation of control systems for engines in
the program, and support of the engine
controls in service.
A printed circuit board version of the
DEC was installed in the MTI test cell,
along with the required software changes,
to run Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10. Two
significant software changes were
needed, both related to the thermocouple
(T/C) configuration. Instead of four
front-row heater tube T/C's and four
back-row heater tube T/C's (as in the Mod
I), the Upgraded Mod I has eight rear-row
T/C's, thus necessitating change to the
start sequence to turn on the engine
starter motor at a lower temperature.
The Mod I system cranked the engine based
on a front-roar heater tubs temperature of
600°C. A change Was made to crank the
engine at a rear-row-heater tube temper-
ature of 475°C, which . c:orresponds to
»600°C on the front row.
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The temperature-control algorithm was
changed to make the temperature control
less sensitive to bad T/C's. Instead of
controlling to the arithmetic average of
the four rear-row T/C temperatures, the
Upgraded Mod I is controlled to the medi-
an T/C temperature of the eight rear-row
T/C's in the following manner: the tem-
perature-control algorithm ranks the
input values highest to lowest, discard-
ing open T/C's. If both T/C's in a
heater head quadrant are open, the engine
is shut down, and the median of the re-
maining values is then selected as the
control. If there are an even number of
T/C's, the higher of the two middle val-
ues is selected.
temperature range of the control by using
extended temperature range components.
Those components were specified and, whe-
re necessary, circuit redesigns were made
to eliminate components that did not have
a corresponding extended temperature
range design. The only area where opera-
tion to -30 0C is not expected is the
video portion of the engine monitor,
i.e., all functions of the engine control
will operate normally, but the parameter
display may not be available to the oper-
ator. Long delivery times associated
with some of the components mean that the
extended range system will not be assem-
bled for testing until October, 1983.
For protection, two evaluations are made,
i.e.,if a maximum allowable temperature
is exceeded by any T/C, the engine is
shut down. The algorithm also examines
the difference between the highest and
lowest indicated temperatures. If the
difference exceeds a value indicating bad
temperature distribution, the engine is
shut down. The permissible difference
between the hottest and coldest temper-
atures is reduced if the difference
between the second highest and second
lowest T/C exceeds a certain value. The
it tan"t is to quickly identify a
large-a:ea temperature maldistribution.
In addition, a modification to the EGR
logic was implemented. The original con-
trol logic kept the EGR valve closed un-
til the heater tubes were warm, and the
fuel valve had been open for a specified
time period, then the EGR valve was
opened until the engine was shut down.
That strategy was modified to addi-
tionally close the EGR valve at 2.5 grams
per second for increasing fuel flow, and
open the EGR valve again at 2.0 grams per
second on decreasing fuel flow. This
change (in the test cell control, but not
in the vehicle control) was made to in-
crease engine performance at the higher
fuel flows. Following training of the
test cell operators, the DEC was used in
routine operation of the test cell.
Cold-start testing conducted on the TTB
brought attention to the fact that the
DEC's were fabricated with commercial-
grade digital electronics components.
The operating temperature range of those
devices is typically 0°C to 70°C. A de-
cision was made to extend the operating
Other changes in the DEC include a rede-
signed watchdog timer circuit, the addi-
tion of a T/C simulation switch for
calibration (will disable the fuel valve
when temperature is being simulated), in-
tegration of the electronic AFC into the
DEC software, and definition of an im-
proved power-control valve alignment
vrocedure.
SERVO-OIL SYSTEM
The objective of the servo-oil system
work was to provide a system capable of
supplying adequate servo-oil pressure
for all operating conditions. The ina-
bility of the servo-oil system to main-
tain pressure in the Mod I was traced to
two areas: 1) a regulator that contin-
ually bypassed flow; and, 2) a pump that
was too small. A larger pump was mated
with the redesigned pressure-regulating
valve, resulting in a system that could
develop and maintain adequate servo-oil
system pressure. The system was run on
the vehicle for more than two hours at
idle (a condition that had previously
demonstrated loss of system pressure
within fifteen minutes) without any loss
in performance. The system was then ob-
served during three weeks of CVS testing,
and a two-day trip of more than 600 miles
(again without any loss of performance)
was made. The only remaining tests will
be cold-temperature testing when weather
permits.
Incorporation of a pressure-regulating
valve that unloads the pump when adequate
pressure is available provides an esti-
mated 75% reduction in average power con-
sumption-for the servo-oil system (based
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on the observed cycle of the unloader
valve). No further development of the
system* is anticipated.
COMBUSTION AIR BLOWER
The objective of the combustion air blow-
er task is to develop a variable, posi-
tive-displacement air blower that will
result in an engine system that does not
require airflow measurements for com-
bustion control, variator for blower
speed variation, or an air throttle valve
for airflow adjustment. The blower
should be designed for capability of op-
eration with either EGR or CGR combustion
systems.
Analysis of a vane design revealed poten-
tial problems with the inlet/outlet port-
ing and with the stroking mechanism. The
and porting of the design resulted in
large efficiency and performance losses.
Changing the blower stroke (displaced
volume) by rotating the center line of
the vane section in an are relative to
the housing resulted in poor performance
because of the change in the suction and
compression portions of the cycle rela-
	
.»-. wrw wwr	 /
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Live to the location of the inlet and
discharge ports, which occurs during ro-
tation through the arc.
The constant-velocity coupling required
between the vanes and housing proved to
have a twice-per-revolution acceleration
deceleration. At speeds above 1500 rpm,
the resulting vibration was unacceptable
In the process of reviewing the design
modification required, a design was for-
mulated that eliminated the problems
identified for the original concept.
This "lobe" design was mechanically sim-
pler and aerodynamically cleaner, so
design efforts have been switched to that
concept. Analysis has shown it to re-
quire less power than the centrifugal
blower when the variator and air throttle
valve are included with the centrifugal
blower (Figure 3-64).
The major benefits to be realized from a
combustion air system utilizing a vari-
able, positive-displacement blower are
reductions in the number of system compo-
nents, control complexity, power con-
sumption, and cost.
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*System drawings have been completed.
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I IV. MOD I ENGINE TEST PROGRAM
During the first half of 1983, four Mod I
engines were under test: engines No. 2
and 3 at USAB, engine No. 1 in the Lerma
TTB at MTI, and engine No. 10, which was
rea,oved from test at MT! during January
and converted into an Upgraded Mod I en-
ginc ::Qi. figuration. A total of 2689
hours have been accumulated on the Mod I
engines. Mod I engine testing during
1983 thus far has concentrated on devel-
opment issues related to the Upgraded Mod
I engine system.
Mod I Engine No. 1 (ASE 4-123-1)
Mod I engine No. 1 in the Lerma TTB has
been extensively involved in transient
Stirling-engine performance relating to
emissions and fuel economy. The primary
TTB effort during this report period was
directed at improving emissions and mile-
age results established as a baseline in
September, 1982 and reported in the last
semiannual report*. Secondary efforts
involved cold-start performance, cold-
start penalty (CSP) determination, con-
trols and fuel system development, and
general hardware development.
In May the Lerma (Figure 4-1) established
a new, improved performance baseline.
Overall emissions levels for CO and NOx
were reduced, while urban and highway fu-
el economy were improved. Table 4-1 and
Figure 4-2 compare the May, 1983 emis-
sions and mileage with the September,
1982 figures. Cold Urban Cycle mileage
was up from September by 2.2%, and the
Highway Fuel Economy test mileage was up
9.1%. These results increased the com-
bined mileage by 4.4;. CO and NOx
emissions levels were down significantly
(nearly 50;), while HC levels (although
still acceptably low) were up -150'. for
the Urban Cycle. The basic reasons for
the May improvements were changes in the
TTB drive train, installation of a
"high-stall" torque converter, and mod-
ification of the shift schedule for the
transmission. Other minor contributions
were a new hydraulic pump (unloads the
system when the pressure is low), and
shutdown of the combustion air blower
during the hot-soak period between, Phases
2 and 3 of the Urban Cycle.
Lerma TTB CVS* Cycle Emissions and Mileage**
Urban/Hi hwa
Sept.,	 1982 May,	 1983
HC	 (g/mi) 0.254/0.004 0.640;0.007
CO	 (g ; mi) 3.300/0.310 1.246/0,100
NOx (g/mi) 0.900/0.660 0.522/0.342
Mpg 19.30/32.07 19.70/35.00
Combined mpg 23.50 24.50
*EGR Schedule - Fixed-Size Orifice; 23%
EGR at 1.0 g/s fuel flow; EGR off during
start-up
**3850-lbs. inertia weight, 11.1-hp road
load, indolene fuel, EGR combustion
system
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One of the prime concerns of Stirling-
engine fuel economy performance is the
amount of fuel needed to raise t':e ERS
and HES to operating temperature. To
measure this parameter on the Lorna, spe-
cial CVS Urban Cycle tests were conducted
that involved running the TTS through a
CVS Urban Cycle without starts, and com-
paring the results with a normal CVS
Urban Cycle with a cold-start before
Phase 1 and a hot start before Phase 3.
The difference between the Phase 1 no-
start and cold-start fuel consumption was
308.70 grams; the difference between the
Phase 3 no-start and hot-start was 188.70
grams. The CSP calculated by summing 43%
of the cold-start fuel consumption dif-
ference and 57% of the hot-start fuel
consumption was 240.30 grams, which
equates to a Mod I engine penalty of 7.0
mpg for the Urban Cycle. Special tests
with distilled water and standard anti-
freeze used separately in the cooling
system were also conducted. No differ-
ence in engine fuel economy was noted
from one coolant to the other.
The Lerma was also used by MTI's Compo-
nent Development,Engineers to evaluate a
nonair-atomized fuel nozzle and an elec-
tronic AFC System. Initial testing of
the two in combination was disappointing.
The nozzle, a Delavan dual-orifice, could
not operate in a transient manner when
combined with the electronic AFC - it wa:i
subjected to carbon buildup at low fuel
flows. Later testing conducted with tse
BOM air-atomized nozzle and electronic
AFC produced results equivalent to the
current standard Bosch K-Jstronic AFC.
Results of these tests are reported in
more detail in Section III of this
report.
Initial cold-start testing on the Larma
at low ambient temperatures (-30 F) was
plagued with hardware problems. The ser-
vo-oil system portion of the Power-
Control System was unstable due to cold
hydraulic (automatic transmission)
fluid. The USAB DEC System malfunctioned
continually because "nonwinterized" com-
ponents were used. These problems were
addressed by investigating alternate hy-
draulic fluids, and establishing the use
of winterized components in future elec-
tronic controls. Although unstable for
the above-mentioned reasons, the engine
did start continually at the lower ambi-
ent temperatures.
Future Lerma testing will involve testing
similar to that described above. The fu-
el economy and emissions levels will be
improved through controls modifications
and hardware changes. The TTB will also
be used to develop hardware for the Up-
graded Mod I engine.
Mod I Engine No. 2 (ASE 4- 123-2)
During this report period, engine No. 2's
(located at USAB) primary function was
performance development. From January
until March, 1983, the engine was in a
Mod I BSE configuration, and was used for
Mod I/Upgraded Mod I performance develop-
ment. In April the engine was converted
into an Upgraded BSE configuration. The
development items evaluated from January
to March include:
• Mobil I lubricating oil instead
of 20W30;
• reduced-capacity oil pump (11-mm
versus 18-mm width);
• heater head and combustor temper-
ature distribution; and,
• upgraded ERS development and per-
formance.
The first testing was done to determine
if the use of Mobil I lubricating oil of-
fered any measurable performance gains
over the standard 20W30 lubricating oil -
no measurable perfor.Aanca gains were
found with the Mobil I oil. The second
test involved reducing the capacity of
the lubricating oil pump by 39% and
checking performance. The current stand-
ard 18-mm wide "gerotor"-type pump was
replaced with an 11-mm wide pump - again,
li^
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no measurable performance gains were
found.
The next test was conducted with a heater
head and combustor that were temperature-
painted with two varieties of paint - the
head was cleaned and painted with OAl28*;
the combustor with OAl28* on its
heat-exposed side and TP6 *
 on its cool
side. All painting and reading of the
paint was done by Rolls Royce in England.
The hardware was run at a mean pressure
level of 7 MPa and a rear-tube temper-
ature of 720%
 for 10 minutes. Results
of this testing for temperature ranges
that are currently undergoing more analy-
sis are tabulated below:
Heater Head
Rear-Tube Row 610- 740°C
740- 840°C
Front-Tube Row 740- 840°C
Cylinder/Regenerator
Manifolds 610- 740°C
Cylinder/Regenerator
Housings (Primary) 610- 740°C
Combustor (CGR)
Inner Surface
	 780- 940°C
940-1030°C
Cuter Surface (exterior) 840- 910°C
890- 910°C
910°C +
The last testing conducted on engine No.
2 during this report period, prior to its
conversion to a complete Upgraded Mod I
BSE, was to evaluate the Upgraded Mod I
EHS. Testing involved running at 1 val-
ues of 1 . 25 and 1. 15, while EGR was being
varied from 0-60% ( including 40 and 50X).
This testing was started by USAB, but was
cut short by the need for conversion of
the engine into an upgraded configura-
tion. Results of the 'casting are
reported under the Performance Analysis
and Combustion Development subsections.
The ► tl graded Mod 1 EHS tests revealed a
problem with the preheater, i.e., dis-
tribution of air-side airflow was not
uniform. As a result, high air-side exit
differential temperatures exist. This
problem is currently being worked on by
both MTI and USAB.
*paint temperature range designators
Mod 1 Engine No. 3 (ASE 4-123-3)
Engine No. 3, located at USAB, is being
used as an endurance engine to accumulate
hours on the Mod I SES. The endurance
program calls for the following sequence
of tests:
0 100 starts and stops - 25 with
the engine at room temperature,
and 75 with the engine wars;
• 1000 hours of endurance based an
the test cycle in Figure 4-3;
• 100 starts and stops
	 same as
above; and,
• 1000 hours of endurance - same as
above.
f
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Fig. 4-3 Mod 1 Engine No. 3 Endurance
Cycle - Mean Pressure and Speed Vs. Time
The test cycle based on data from the Me-
tro/Highway Driving Cycle, was created to
subject the SES to the accelerated condi-
tions an engine would experience driving
55% of the Urban (metro) CVS cycle and
45% of Highway Fuel Economy Test. The
engine will experience fatigue- and
creep-related loading identical (as much
as possible) to an actual engine during a
vehicle driving cycle. Each cycle lasts
830 seconds and, in 2000 hours time, will
be repeated a total of 8675 times. En-
gine teardowns and inspections are
scheduled after each 100 starts and after
each 500 hours of cyclic running. The
engine ' s performance will be chocked at
the max -efficiency point every 100 hours.
I£ the engine is not within 5% of its or-
iginal performance level, it will be torn
^w
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down for inspection. A record will be
kept of all parts failures and changes.
During the first half of this year, en-
gine No. 3 had completed the first 100
starts and accumulated 400 hours of cy-
clic endurance. Numerous problew. were
encountered primarily with the engine
seals and auxiliaries. Figure 4-4 pre-
sents the incident record for the
100-starts test. A total of 11 failures
occurred. The main areas involved were
the main seals and piston rings in the
CBS, and the Power-Control System portion
of the auxiliaries.
^	 .,...,.
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Fig. 4-4 Mee! I Engine No. 3 Incidents Record
First 100 Starts and Stops Total Test
Figure 4-5 presents the incident record
for the first 110 hours of cyclic endur-
ance running. A total of 21 failures oc-
curred during the time period, with the
major portion (15) occurring in the CES
and auxiliaries. The main problem areas
were the seals in thfo CES and the blower
in the auxiliaries.
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Fig. 4-5 Mod I Engine No. 3 incidents -
Cyclic Endurance Test (110 Mrs, 477 Cycles)
Figure 4-6 is a stacked bar chart that
contains the incident record cumulative-
ly and by test. The main seal and ring
problems (present for some time) are the
subject of special Component Development
program at MTI. The seals and rings
used in engine No. 3 are the original Mod
I main seas and split/solid piston ring
designs. It should be noted that all but
one of the piston ring replacements were
caned by the main seal failures, and are
considered secondary in nature.
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Fig. 4-4 Mod I Eegif!e No. 3 Ineidenb - Cumulative
Failures (100 Starts, 477 Cycles, 110 Nn)
In the auxiliary area, five of the eleven
failures occurred in the blower "free
wheel" area. The blower has been rede-
signed in the drive area and, as soon as
the new design is available, will be in-
stalled on the engine. Two other
failures worth mentioning in more doW l
involved a heater head quadrant tube and
two fuel nozzles. The tube failure oc-
curred along a welded seam of Multimet
tubing. This tube material has boon re-
placed on newer heads by seamless Inconel
625 and, in the future, by CG-27 tubing.
Both materials represent a cost savings
and better creep-rupture resistance. The
tubing used on the original Mod I heads
(Multimst) was also of F.00c quality. The
two fuel nozzle failures occurred because
of clogging. The fuel nozzle is the sub-
ject of special studies and development.
Engine No. 3 will continue on its cyclic
endurance test until a total of 1000
hours is reached, at waich time an exten-
sive teardown will be conducted.
Mod 1 Engine No. 10 (ASE 4-123-10)
Early in them year. Had I engine No. 10
was removed from test and rebuilt into an
Upgraded. Mod I engine USE 4 - 123A-10).
Reporting on the engine is covered in
Section V of this report.
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1Design and Performance Summary
The design of the Upgraded Mod I engine
was completed during this report period.
The objective of the Upgraded Mod I was
to provide a proof-of-concept design for
advanced ASE technology, incorporating
as such proposed RESD technology as pos-
sible into the Mod I configuration. A
secondary goal of the design was to pro-
vide improved cost, weight, reliability,
and durability relative to the Mod I en-
gine. The resulting Upgraded Mod I
design retains the basic U-4 canister ar-
rangement of the Mod I engine, but
incorporates major changes to the drive
unit (incorporation of rolling-element
bearings), HES (revised heater head do-
signed for part-power optimization), EHS
(reduced size preheater), and controls
and auxiliaries. The performance projec-
tions for the Upgraded Mod I engine are
compared to the Mod I in Table 5-1 for
operating temperatures of 720'C and
820C. As noted, improvements in power
and efficiency are projected throughout
the operating regime.
Table S-1
Upgraded Mad i Por0ormence 're)eetla ^s
Upgraded 
orating
Point Quantity 720 C 720 0C 820
15	 MPa Power
	
kW 55 . 9 58.1 69.0
4,000 rpm hp 75 . 0 77.9 92.5
V1	 % 28.1 29.7 33.0
Maximum Power	 kW 26.2 33.7 35.9
Effie. hp 35 . 1 45.1 48.1
4	 % 35.3 37.5 40.1
5 MPa Power
	
kW 10 .4 11.9 13.4
2000 rpm hp 1.9.9 15.8 18.0
in 	 % 26.9 31.6 33.7
1.4	 kV* Pressure MPa 7.8 7.4 6.6
1500 rpm 4	 % 31.5 34.3 35.4
1 32.7 1
12	 kW JPressure MPa	 5.6 5.1 4.6
2000 rpm 11	 %	 28.2 31.7
*Average Operating Point
A description of the desig=n changes
incorporated in the Upgraded Mod I are
presented in the following paragraphs.
DESIGN DESCRIPTION
External _Boa _^,t_em _(ENS)
EHS design emp..asis was placed on size/
weight reduction, which was accomplished
by reducing the number and thickness of
preheater plates, and utilizing a more
efficient insulation. The preheater/
inlst/exhaust cover assembly and instal-
lation has been redesigned into a
two-piece unit - the cover is one piece;
the inlet/exhaust/preheater matrix form
a second piece. Two clamps hold the pre-
heater to the engine and the cover to the
preheater. The ERR assembly is shown in
Figure 5-1, which shows both the EGA
(left side) and CGR (right side) com-
bustors. The Upgraded Mod I combustor is
an EGR-type. Efforts are underway to de-
velop a CGR systr for eventual
incorporation into the Upgraded Mod I.
Fig. 9-1 Upgraded Mod 1 External Meat =ystNp
Hot Enzine System 	V
Major changes were made in the heater
portion of the engine during this report
period. Operating history on the Mod I
and improved stress analysis capability
were used to completely redesign the cyl-
inder and regenerator castings. The
redesign includes thinner walls, modi-
fied manifoldiag, changes to the
manifold-to-casting entry geometry, and
the use of an iron-based, nonstrategic
material (XF-818) or the castings. A
weight savings of 4.5 kg was achieved,
with a corresponding reduction in cc., ld-
start penalty. The system was also opti-
mized for improved part-power
performance, which resulted in a smaller
regenerator and cooler. The regenerator
shape and manifold-to-casting entry was
also	 changed
	 to	 improve	 flow
5-1
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distribution. The Upgraded Mod I fea-
tures a dome-shaped regenerator with a
single entry manifold. The Upgraded Mod
I HES assembly is shown in Figure 5-2.
Fig. 5-2 Upgraded Mod i Mot Engine System
Fig. 5-3 Upgraded Mod I Lightweight Reduced Frictbn Drive
1-11209
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Cold Ensine System (CES)
Emphasis in the CES was placed on simpli-
fication. The cylinder liner and cold
connecting duct were integrated into a
single unit, providing better angina
alignment, as well as decreasing the num-
ber of parts.
Dgivee Unit - The drive emit was redo-
signed to incorporate - :olling-element
bearings, resulting in an estimated im-
proves»nt of two points in mminum engine
efficiency. To provide interchangeabil-
ity with the Mod I, no changes in
cylinder or bearing spacing were made.
The drive units utilize Mod I crankcase
and bedplate assemblies modified only for
the rolling -element bearings. A lower
capacity oil pump was also used, made
psrmissable by the reduced oil flow re-
quired by the rolling -element bearings.
The drive unit is shown in Figure 5-3. A
reduction in friction power requirement
of -1.5 kW (-2 hp) at smuimum power is
estimated for the Upgraded Mod I drive
unit relative to the Mod I.
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Auxiliaries and Controls
Emphasis in the auxiliaries and control
systems was placed on weight reduction to
permit easier assembly on the engine, and
address the problems encountered during
the Mod I program. The changes are dis-
cussed below;
Blower - The input shaft bearing and
freewheel arrangement ware revised to
correct problems encountered in Mod I
operation.
Servo-Oil Atomizer Air C ressor -
Those un is were an integrated auxiliary
in the Mod I engine; however, separatft
units were designed for the Upgraded Mod
I to eliminate the servo-oil system over-
heating problems encountered in the Mod I
program. The drive belt wrap angle was
also increased to clear up a problem ex-
perienced with the Mod I system.
Bracket - The auxiliaries, accessory,
Slower motor, and alternator brackets
were redesigned to either reduce weight
or because redesign was required due to
necessary changes to the Mod I mounting
locations. In addition, the auxiliary
bracket was redesigned so that all auxil-
iaries can be mounted and aligned on the
bracket prior to installatl-M on the
engine.
Plower-Control S stem - The power-control
blocs were re es gned to reduce weight
(a weight savings of 7 kg is projected
with this system). 'i'he hydrogen compres-
sor bc4y was also redesigned for lighter
weight. In the working gas system, an
improved filter was incorporated in the
seal house vent line to enhance oil re-
moval. A filter was also added to the
servo-oil system,upstream of the Moog
valve actuator, to prevent contamination
and eventual malfunction of the valve.
In the Air/Fuel Control System, the
K-Jetronic unit of the Mod I has been re-
placed with a Digi':al Electronic
Combustion Control System that senses
airflow and, using a predetermined 1,
calculates and meters the fuel flow. The
system is easily set up for any schedule,
and can be integrated with the engine
power control
Engine Performance Predictions
Performance _projections were developed
for both 72000 and 820°C heater head op-
erating temperatures. The component maps
used to develop those projections are
presented in Figures S-4 to 5-12, and the
performance maps for the full SES are
shown in Figures 5-13 and 5-14 for 7200C
and 820°C, respectively.
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As noted previously, power and efficiency
improvements are anticipated throughout
the operating range. Preliminary vehicle
fuel economy estimates (Table 5-2) have
been prepared based on the engine map at
820
0
C. The mileage decrease with
cold-start penalty was estimated based on
the ratio of stored heat between the Up-
graded Mod I and Mod I engines. This
projected performance can be expressed in
terms of improvement relative to the Mod
I engine by analytically adjusting both
Mod I and Upgraded Mod I vehicle perform-
ance to the same weight and power/weight
ratios. If both are adjusted to a test
weight of 3400 lbs., and a power/weight
ratio of .0192 hp/ lb., the fuel economy
with unleaded fuel would be:
Combined %
Engine mpg Improvement
Mod 1 27.8 Base
Upgraded Mod I 32 .7 +17.5
Significant improvement is therefore an-
ticipated with the Upgraded Mod 1 engine.
Tadb S-2
Preliminary Upgraded Mod 1 Vehicle
Fuel Economy Estimates*
Urban w/o Cold -Start Penalty	 30.1
Urban with Cold-Start Penalty	 26.6
Highway	 41.9
Combined with Cold-Start Penalty 31.8
Initial Engine Test Results and Analysis
Initial testing of an Upgraded Mod I en-
gine began in April with Upgraded Mod I
engine No. 10, and continued throughout
the remainder of this report period with
additional data generated on Upgraded Mod
I engine No. 2 incorporating only the Up-
graded Mod I EHS and HES. The first
full-power testing of Upgraded engine No.
10 produced poor power and efficiency
levels**.
 To understand the reasons for
the poor performance level, further anal-
psis was made. Figure 5-15 is a
comparison of measured EHS efficiency to
predictions. The lower efficiency of
-1-1/2% does not account for very much of
the measured overall engine efficiency
(-1/2 percentage points versus 8 percent-
age points measured). Figure 5-16 shows
the measured power deficiency as a func-
tion of both speed and charge pressure.
(Note that the difference is indeed a
function of both speed and charge pres-
sure.) The possible causes for this
difference were analyzed to be:
• ring leakage;
• friction;
• Pumping;
• regenerator ineffectiveness;
and/or,
• cycle temperature.
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Fig. 5-15 Measured Upgraded
Mod 1 EMS Efficiency
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Fig. 5-16 Upgraded Mod I Power Deficiency
Compared to Predictions
*unleaded fuel
**see Figures 5-23 and 5-24
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As a singular cause, pumping and leakage
can be eliminated due to the different
shaped characteristics associated with
these effects (Figure 5-17). Cycle tem-
perature, friction, and regenerator
ineffectiveness have, in general, the
same shape as shown by the engine data;
however, a large increase in drive unit
friction would be evidenced by a high lu-
bricating oil heat-rejection rate. The
oil temperature rise across the engine
was vary low, eliminating friction as the
cause of the problem.
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Fig. 5-17 Upgraded Mod I
Power Loss Comparison
In reviewing the design, there are
several items that may contribute to pro-
ducing a decrease in regenerator effec-
tiveness; namely: 1) the regenerator fill
factor is reduced substantially from the
Mod I engine (32.5% versus 43%); 2) the
regenerator flow distribution is a
single-.enter entry, as opposed to the
split manifold/separate tube entries of
the Mod I; and, 3) regenerator fit in the
housing is different for the Upgraded Mod
I is several areas, specifically in the
contact (line -on-line) with the housing
at the top, in the stackup above the
cooler retainer flange, and in the side
clearance fit at operating temperature.
In theory, the side clearance provides
the seal to prevent regenerator bypass
flow. The difference in materiAl proper-
ties for the Upgraded Mod I housing re-
sults in an increamed side clearance
(.199 versus . 096 diameter) relative to
the Mod I; however, the regenerator seal-
ing tests showed that the external bypass
was not a problem, and that regenerator
ineffectiveness was due to porosity, poor
manufacturing techniques, or poor flow
distribution within the regenerators.
Tests are planned to address each of the
above items during the latter half of
1983.
Figure 5-18 is a comparison of cooling
water heat rejection for a typical Mod I
engine and Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10.
The heat rejection of Upgraded Mod I en-
gine No. 10 is higher than that of the
Mod I engine, confirming the measured
power deficiency levels.
Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2 ran baseline
testing in the BSE configuration during
this report period. Engine power and ef-
ficiency levels compared to predictions
are shown in Figure 5-19, where No. 2's
performance levels have been analyt-
ically adjusted to SES levels. Included
on the curve is data from Upgraded Mod I
engine No. 10. Note that the performance
levels of Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2 are
considerably better than that of Upgraded
Mod I engine No. 10. This measured
difference is confirmed by the difference
in cooling water heat rejection (Figure
5-20).
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40	 Testing during this report period on Up-
graded Mod I engine No. 10 ' with improvede	
sealing on the heater head combustion-gas+^ •
	 side, and with repaired Pmean snubbers
30' improved performance to a level close to
that of Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2
(shown in Figure 5-21). It can be ex-
20 pected that the remaining performance
difference is due to regenerator and ap-
pendix gap loss differences. This will
/	 be further defined by running both heater
/	 heads on Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10
during the latter half of 1983.
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Fig. 5-19 Upgraded Mod I Performance Data
Analytically Adjusted to SES Configuration
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Fig. 5-21 Upgraded Mod I Performance Data
Analytically Adjusted to SES Configuration
Highlights
Two ASE Program engines are presently op-
erating in an Upgraded Mod I engine con-
figuration. Engine No. 2 (at USAB) was
converted to an upgraded configuration in
April, and is in a BSE configuration. To
date, Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2 has ac-
cumulated 56 hours of operating time.
Engine No. 10 (at MTI) was converted to
an upgraded configuration in January and
February, and ran in an SES configuration
3
f
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on February 28th for the first time. To
date, Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10 has
accumulated 110 hours of operating time.
Upgraded Nod I Engine No. 10 (ASE
4-123A-10)
Following a short giston ring breakin of
-20 hours at 600 C rear -tube tempera-
tures, a performance check of the engine
(at 720°C rear-tube row) revealed it to
be below performance predictions for this
operating temperature. Figure 5-22 is a
plot of Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10's
measured and predicted power levels, and
Figure 5-23 is a plot of measured and
predicted engine efficiency.
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Fig. 5-23 ASE 4-12SA-10 Efficiency Vs. Speed
The engine ' s power level was down 9.4 kW
(12.6 hp) at the maximum power point, and
efficiency was down x-8.5% at its maximum
efficiency point. Analysis of the
deficiency suggested that performance
was down primarily due to the cycle prop-
er rather than the EHS. Engine
performance improved with later running
(results are plotted in Figures 5-24 and
25).
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The problem was discovered to be the
Ppean ir-trumentation taps. Orifices( snubbers") are installed in the seal
housings of each cylinder. These orific-
es are small -sized holes that are exposed
to the sinusoidal pressure wave of the
cycles on one side, and lines and pres-
sure measurement transducers on the other
side. The orifices dampen out the cycle
pressure wave, and should produce a mean
pressure on the transducer side. The or-
ifices were found to be missing o-rings
and were loose in their fittings, result-
ing in an equivalent orifice much too
large to dampen out the cycle pressure
wave. This created a larger cold-space
dead volume in the engine, and recorded
mean pressure levels in the engine that
were too high. Resultant engine power
and efficiency levels were up from the
original performance run following re-
pair of the orifices. Engine power
increased from 48.6 kW (65.2 hp) to 52.2
kW (70 hp) at the maximum power point,
and maximum engine efficiency increased
from 28.8% to 32%. The engine is still
low in performance compared to the
.a
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predicted values of power and efficiency
(58 kW (78 hp) and 37.4%, respectively).
Several areas have been identified as
possible sources for the performance de-
ficiency. Some of these areas have been
examined in more detail by conducting
specialized short test programs. The two
key areas under investigation are regen-
erator performance and gas flow
distribution into the cylinder housing
from the manifold.
Analysis of engine test data has pointed
towards the regenerator as a possible
cause of the engine's poor performance.
The regenerator does not appear to be ab-
sorbing as much heat as anticipated.
Possible explanations for this are poor
flow distribution into the regenerator's
hot side, bypass leakage around the re-
generator, and poor regenerator
manufacturing techniques. To date, the
bypass leakage flow around the regenera-
tor has been examined because of evidence
that the regenerators were loose and ro-
tating in their housings. Viton seals
have been placed between the gas coolers
and regenerators to block leakage and
prevent rotation. Tests have shown no
improvement in performance.
Regenerators that were ruined because of
rotation have been cross-sectioned. Evi-
dence of poor manufacturing technique to
produce the regenerators was apparent.
To create the domed shape, a cylinder of
compressed and sintered screens was com-
pressed more on the outside -diameter
instead of the progressively smaller di-
ameter screens being used.
This method of manufacture creates a non-
uniform-porosity screen volume, and
could affect internal flow patterns.
Poor brazing of the screen element to the
canister was also found. This could re-
sult in internal leakage around the
screen proper. New regenerators are be-
ing manufactured with the dome shape
formed by EDM of a sintered screen cylin-
der. The use of EDM will eliminate the
O.D. compression and improve the braze
surface to the canister.
Testing on the engine has also resulted
in the melting of Hytrel backup rings on
the top of the cylinder liners. The
melting of the rings is oriented in an
area 180-270 0 around the liner away from
the engine's vertical centerline. A
heater head quadrant cylinder housing was
instrumented (shown in Figure 5-26). The
data obtained (plotted in Figures 5-27,
28, 29) agrees with the location of the
melted area on the backup rings. A gra-
dient of -225°C exists around the
housing, with the section of housing run-
ning towards the vertical centerline of
the engine running the coolest. The
melted area of the backup rings matche^
the hot areas of level 3 plotted in Fig-
ure 5-29.
The gradient confirms original specu-
lation on the cause of the melted rings,
i.e., as the working gas leaves the neck
area of the cylinder housing and enters
the cylinder proper, it is directed to-
wards the outboard wall section; causing
overheating of the wall area of both the
cylinder housing and liner underneath as
the gas flows between them and the piston
dome. The effect of this flow on appen-
dix and. shuttle losses is unknown;
however, it is expected to cause an eff i-
ciency . ,reduction. Action to correct this
problem is being taken at both USAB and
MTI. Existing hardware will be modified
in the neck area of the cylinder housing
to direct the flow towards the center of
the dome by welding.
Figure 5-30 is a cross section of the
CES/HES mating area. The items mentioned
previously are identified in the cross
section.
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Fig. 5-29 Upgraded Mod I Cylinder Housing Casting Temperature - Leval 3
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Other problem areas encountered on
Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10 include high
combustion-gas temperatures after the
second row of heat exchanger tubes, and
an air-side preheater distribution
problem. The high combustion-gas temper-
atures were brought down by sealing the
combustion-gas leakage areas in the heat-
er head quadrants. The gaps between
quadrant-to-quadrant, second-row heat
exchanger fins, and between the bottom
fins and the regenerator housing were
sealed with shim stock. This lowered the
combustion-gas temperature entering the
preheater by 100°C. The preheater
air-side flow distribution is currently
being examined. Current preheated air
gradients are in the 100-150°C range at
high flow rates.
Upgraded Mod I Engine No. 2 (ASE
4-123A-2)
The USAB engine, No. 2, has been in an
Upgraded Mod I configuration since April,
1983. Test results-on this engine have
been similar to those obtained on engine
No. 10 during its latest run. The prob-
lem areas are basically the same, i.e.,
Upgraded Mod I engine No. 2 is also low
Iii performance, and has been used to ex-
plore these performance problems. Since
the engine has no auxiliaries, it has
slightly better power and efficiency lev-
els than Upgraded Mod I engine No. 10.
Vi. INDUSTRIAL TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM (ITEP)
The objectives of the Industrial Test and
Evaluation Program ( ITEP) are to:
' enhance the ultimate success of
the ASE Program through the test-
ing of Upgraded Mod I engines by
automotive/ engine -manufacturing
companies outside the program;
provide an independent evaluation
of the technology level of the
ASE Program, expand the transfer
of Stirling -engine technology
beyond the program, and provide
an opportunity for automotive/
engine-manufacturing inputs for
improving the design and manu-
facturability of Stirling
engines; and,
5) provide training for the industry
teams' engineers and technicians
for engine/system operational
characteristics, engine assembly
and disassembly, engine instal-
lation and testing, diagnostic
and troubleshooting; and,
6) provide test site support at the
industry locations as required
for up to twelve months after de-
livery of the engines,
NASA will conduct negotiations directly
with U.S.automotive /engine-manufacturing
firms to determine contract extent, test
program to be conaucted, and the deliver-
ables. To date, NASA has reached signed
agreements with two industry companies -
John Deere and Cummins Engine. A third
signed agreement with General Motors, who
will receive the Spirit for testing and
evaluation, is anticipated in early July.
Activity under this task started on March
1, 1983. Initial task emphasis was de-
voted to the processing of purchase or-
ders for hardware and component
procurement for the two complete engines
and their associated parts.
Figure 6-1 is a schedule reflecting the
time frames for the various work elements
associated with ITEP. Procurement activ-
ities are progressing along in a timely
fashion in accordance with the schedule.
Preparation of the Spirit for one+ of the
ITEP engines is in progress; it will be
ready to accept the engine in accordance
with the schedule. Currently, meetings
with the industry team members are being
planned to determine their specific
training requirements.
' provide a larger engine test base
for assessing engine performance
and durability.
During this program MTI will:
1) procure, manufacture, and fabri-
cate sufficient hardware for de-
livery of
	
two	 Upgraded Mod	 I
engines to industry, and support
of these engines with spares;
2) provide	 a 3,000-1b. AMC Spirit
with one of the above engines in-
stalled	 and completely	 checked
out;
3) establish	 baseline	 parameters
for the Spirit pr Lor to its de-
livery to the industry teams;
^s	 4) assemble and fully test two Up-
graded Mod	 I	 engines	 (one	 in-
stalled	 in	 the	 Spirit)	 for
delivery to the industry teams;
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Mast System' Failures and Discrepancies
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V11. PRODUCT ASSURANCE
Quality Assurance Overview
Below is the status of the Quality Assur-
ance Reports (QAR's) as of the end of
this report period:
Open QAR's 38
Closed QAR's (Total to Date) 487
P-40 QAR's 129
Mod I QAR's 366
Upgraded Mod 1 QAR's 30
Total QAR's in System 525
MOD I QAR EXPERIENCE
A summary of problems documented via the
QAR system is presented in Figures 7-1
through 7-4. Problems are defined as
items that: 1) cause an engine to stop
running; 2) prevent an engine from being
started; and, 3) cause degradation in en-
gine performance. Problems that fall
into these categories must be minimized
to provide acceptable engine performance
and mean time between failures. Major
problems identified for individual units
or assemblies are:
• Moog valve;
• heater head;
• check valves;
• combustion air blower;
• fuel nozzle
• igniter
• preheater
• atomizing air compressor and
servo-oil pumps;
• combustor; and,
• flame shield.
Table 7-1 is a summary of operating times
versus failures for all ASE Program
engines.
Table 7-1
Summary of Operating Times venue
Failures for all ASE Program Engines
Engine
Operation
Time
Mean Operating
Time to Failure
P-40-4 10,084.0 142
4-123-1 822.0 52.7
4-123-2* 660.0 100.6
4. 123-3* 803.0 160.6
4-123A-10* 110.3 -
4-123A-2* 1	 56.0 1-
*All classes of failures sineQ initial
start of the engine are included in the
calculation of mean time to failure.
Remaining engines' operation times are
based on time and failures occurring
after acceptance test..
_a.
Fig. 7-1 Mod 1 Major Systems' Failures
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VIII. FACILITIES
Below is a brief summary of the facili-
ties activities performed during the
first half of 1983:
• Minor maintenance was performed
on all ASE Program test cells.
• All test cells are currently op-
erational.
• A preliminary design study was
begun on the possii;le con-
struction_ of a second engine test
cell at MTI.
• A Mine Safety Equipment Gas De-
tectien System is currently be-
ing installed throughout the ASE
facility. ,
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APPENDIX - TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Term	 Def i n ition
AFC Air/Fuel Control
Al Aluminum
AMG AM General
AOP Average Operating Point
ASE Automotive Stirling Engine
B Boron
BOM Bill-of -Materials
BSE Basic Stirling Engine
C carbon
°C degrees Celcius
Cb columbium
CES Cold Engine System
CGR combustion gas recirculation
Co cobalt
CO carbon monoxide
CO2 carbon dioxide
Cr chromium
CRU Communications Register Unit
CSP Cold-Start Penalty .
CVS constant volume sample
DAFC Digital Air/Fuel Control
DAS Data Acquisition System
DC direct current
DCC Digital Combustion Control
DEC Digital Engine Control
DOE Department of Energy
EDS Engine Drive System
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
EHS External Heat System
EHSTR External Heat System Transient
Response Code
OF degrees Fahrenheit
Fe iron
ft foot
ft square foot
ft cubic foot
FY fiscal year
g/mi grams per mile
g/s grams per second
HC hydrocarbon
HES Hot Engine System
hp horsepower
HTP-40 High-Temperature P-40 Engine
Hz hertz
in inch
kg kilogram
ksi thousand pounds per square inch
kW kilowatt
lbs pounds
LRFD Lightweight Rec^ iaced Friction Drive
Term
M
mi
MM
Mn
Mo
Mod I
MTI
MPa
MQ
N
NALA
Ni
NO
NTU
PL Seal
P.
MAX
Pwin
psi
psig
P-V
QAR
RESD
RFD
rpm
SES
Si
SIN
SS
Ta
TIC
Tcgat
TTB
USAB
VE
W
X
n
^n
Awt.
APower
i/min
Definition
meter
mile
millimeter
manganese
molybdenum
first-generation automotive
Stirling engine
Mechanical Technology
Incorporated
megapascals
material quote
nitrogen
National Aeronautics and Spac
Administration
nickel
oxides of nitrogen
number of transfer units
Pumping Leningrader Seal
working gas pressures
pounds per square inch
pounds per square inch gauger
polytetraflouroethylene'_=.,:'
pressure -volume
Quality Assurance Report	 !
Reference Engine System Desig
Reduced Friction Drive
revolutions per minute	
t
second
Stirling Engine System
silicon	 h
serial number
Stainless Steel	 l
tantalum
thermocouple
combustion gas temperature
after tubes
Transient Test Bed
United Stirling of Sweden AB
Value Enginearing
t ;.ngsten
air/fue!
air/fuelstoichiometric
efficiency
efficiency difference
weight difference
power differenca
liters per minute
